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ABSTRACT

Reservoir compositional simulators are used to predict the performance of volatile oil and

gas condensate reservoirs. They are the major computational tool for forecasting

depletion or cycling of volatile oil and gas condensate, and are useful for evaluating

miscible flooding operations. Two of the most significant factors in developing reservoir

compositional simulators are stability of the model and the time required to run the

model, especially in dual-porosity/permeability reservoirs. Fully-implicit (FI) models

always require extensive computation, especially in compositional modeling.

The objective of this dissertation is to develop an explicit composition, implicit pressure

and saturation (ECIPS) compositional formulation for dual-porosity/permeability

reservoir simulators. This formulation will result in a significantly smaller system of

equations compared to the FI; therefore, requiring significantly less computation time and

less computer memory while maintaining much of the flexibility of the fully-implicit

models. Furthermore, the ECIPS code, in effect, reduces the computation level of the FI

multi component compositional simulator to the level of a black oil FI model. Therefore, a

tremendous amount of computation speed will be gained. Moreover, the varying bubble-

point and dew-point changes in the model during the course of production will be

accurately and automatically accounted for without requiring special coding as is done in

the black oil models.

To accomplish the objective of this study, two models of naturally fractured reservoirs

were developed. The first model is a FI compositional simulator and the second is an

ECIPS simulator. The second model (ECIPS) out performs the first model (FI) by

reducing both the computation time and the computer memory. Furthermore, the ECIPS

model would allow a greater number of nodes in the compositional modeling of the dual-

porosity/permeability reservoirs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Petroleum engineers have dealt with production from reservoirs with compositionally

sensitive behavior since the 1940's. The two reservoir types identified as requiring special

PVT treatment were gas condensate fields, and reservoirs that showed significant

compositional variation. Gas injection in oil reservoirs, and gas cycling in gas condensate

reservoirs created additional need for methods to describe complex phase behavior.

Reservoir compositional simulators are used to predict the performance of gas

condensate and volatile oil reservoirs. They are the major computational tool for

forecasting depletion or cycling of gas condensate and volatile oil, and are useful for

evaluating miscible flooding operations. Although compositional simulators have been

used for many years, there still remains a few areas where reservoir simulators can be

improved. Accurate prediction of phase behavior properties, model stability and the time

required to run the simulator are among the leading areas for current researchers. Fully-

implicit (FI) models always require extensive computation, especially in compositional

modeling.

The objective of this dissertation is to develop an explicit composition, implicit pressure

and saturation (ECIPS) compositional formulation for dual-porosity/permeability

reservoir simulators. This formulation will result in a significantly smaller system of

equations compared to the FI; therefore, requiring significantly less computation time and

less computer memory while maintaining much of the flexibility of the fully-implicit

models. In addition, the ECIPS model would allow a greater number of nodes in the

compositional modeling of the dual porosity/permeability reservoirs. Furthermore, the

ECIPS code, in effect, reduces the computation level of the FI multicomponent

compositional simulator to the level of a black oil FI model. Therefore, a
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tremendous mount of computaion speed will be gained. Moreover, the varying bubble-

point and dew-point changes in the model during the course of production will be

accurately and automatically accounted for without requiring special coding as is done in

the black oil models.

Two formulations of naturally fractured reservoirs were developed in one-dimension. The

first model is a fully-implicit (FI) compositional simulator and the second is an ECIPS

simulator. The equations used in developing the models are component flow equation,

water flow equation, and equilibrium (fugacity) equation. The component mass balance

equation in reservoir can be expressed as follows:

!'J. 1;';, », (!'J.P, - Y,!'J. D)+!'J. 1", ,;,y, (!'J.P, - y,!'J. D)

+(,;,x,q, +,;,y,q,) - :~!'J.,[¢(,;,x,s,+,;,y,S,)]=O.I5,i5,Ne
(1.1)

Replacing the term P, in the above equation by P, +Pea, would yield the following:

!'J. 1; ,;,x, (!'J.P, -y,!'J. D)+!'J. 1", ,;,y,(!'J. P, +!'J. Pea, - y,!'J. D)

+(,;,x,q, +,;,y,q,) - :~!'J.,[¢(,;,x,S,+,;,y,S,)]=O.I5,i5,Ne
(1.2)

The terms of Equation 1.2 can be divided in to three parts as follows:

(i) inter-block flow terms,

(1.3a)

(ii) source terms,
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(1.3b)

(iii) accumulation terms,

(1.3c)

The water mass balance equation can be expressed as follows:

(1.4)

replacing Pwand Swin the above equation by P, - Pew" and 1-S, - S,. respectively would

yield the following:

Similar to the component flow equation, the terms of Equation 1.5 can be divided in to

three parts as follows:

(i) inter-block flow terms,

(l.6a)

(ii) source terms,

(l.6b)
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(iii) accumulation terms,

VR!1 ["';: (1- S - S )] .~t I If'l:tw / \' (1.6c)

Minimum Variable Newton Raphson (MVNR) method will be used in this work as the

solution method for both the FI and the ECIPS formulations. For a single-porosity model,

the unknowns for the FI formulation are {PI,S!'S,,{XJ:~-I '{Yi);'<I-'}, that is 2Nc+1

unknowns per node. The available equations so far are: N; component mass balance

equations represented by Equation 1.2 and one water mass balance equation represented

by Equation 1.5. The remaining N; equations are the fugacity equilibrium equations

described as follows:

For the ECIPS model, the unknowns are {p"S"S,), that is 3 unknowns per node. The

equations that will be used to solve for the unknowns are: two component mass balance

equations represented by Equation 1.2 and one water mass balance equation represented

by Equation 1.5. The amount of computation and computer memory needed to solve for

the ECIPS formulation is much less than the FI formulation.

For dual-porosity model, the set of unknowns for the FI formulation IS

{ { lN<-I { lNc-I { ) N -I { ) N -I}
Plf,Stf,S'f' xfi '0:0] , Yfi i=! 'Plm,Slm,Svm' Xmi I=~ , Ymi i=~ ,that is 4Nc+2 unknowns

per node. The available equations to use are N; component mass balance equations for

fracture and N; component mass balance equations for matrix. In addition, N; fugacity

equations for fracture and N; fugacity equations for matrix. Finally, one water mass
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balance equation for fracture and one water mass balance equation for matrix. These

equations will be presented in details in Chapter 3.

The set of unknowns for the ECIPS formulation is {PIf,SIf,S,/,p,,,,S'm,S,m}, which is

six unknowns per node. The available equations to use are one component mass balance

equation for fracture and one component mass balance equation for matrix. Furthermore,

one fugacity equation for fracture and one fugacity equation for matrix. Finally, one

water mass balance equation for fracture and one water mass balance equation for matrix.

Again, these equations will be presented in details in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Numerical reservoir simulations are used widely, primarily because they can solve

problems faster, cheaper, or more reliable than other methods. Numerical simulation is

one of the best methods of analysis for a particular reservoir engineering problem.

Analysis methods that supplement and sometimes compete with numerical reservoir

simulation include well testing, field observation, laboratory tests, field pilot tests, and

the extrapolation from the performance of other reservoirs. Problems should be solved by

the simplest and least costly method that will yield an adequate answer. Reservoir

engineers should always first determine the proper level of simplification and then select

the appropriate method of analysis having in mind the cost and time.

2.1 Dual-Porosity/Permeability Modeling

A naturally fractured reservoir is defined as a reservoir in which naturally occurring

fractures have a significant effect on reservoir fluid flow in the form of increased

reservoir permeability and/or porosity, Figure 2.1. The behavior of naturally fractured

reservoirs is complicated and more difficult to predict than conventional reservoirs

because of the different mechanisms involved in the production of oil and gas. The

complexity arises from the existence of two flow paths (matrix and fracture) that

communicate with each other. Idealization of these reservoirs is needed for simulation

purposes because of the irregularity of the fracture morphology, distribution, orientation,

and extension.

Dual-porosity reservoirs are systems where two distinct types of porosity coexist in a

representative rock volume. In general, fracture storage capacity is low and fracture
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transmissivity is high. In the adjacent porous rock (matrix) storage capacity is high and

transmissivity is relatively low.

For single-phase flow, Barenblatt et al. (1960) established the mathematical foundation of

flow behavior in dual-porosity rocks. Warren and Root (1963) suggested a physical

idealization for fractured reservoirs, Figure 2.2. In their idealization, they assumed the

following: (I) The matrix blocks are homogeneous, isotropic, and form a uniform

assemblage of identical, rectangular parallelepipeds, (2) the fractures are contained within

an orthogonal system of continuous, uniform, and constant-width paths where the

MATRIX VUGS FRACTURE

Figure 2.1: Idealization of heterogeneous porous media: Actual reservoir
(after Warren and Root, 1963).
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fractures are parallel to the principal axes of permeability, (3) the flow takes place from

matrix to fracture, fracture to matrix, and fracture to fracture, (4) the matrix blocks have high

storage volume and low flow capacity whereas fractures have low storage volume and high

flow capacity, and (5) the wellbore intersects the fracture network and hence the fractures

provide the main path for fluid flow into well bore.

/

'------Y /

MATRIX FRACTURE

Figure 2.2: Idealization of heterogeneous porous media: Model reservoir
(after Warren and Root, 1963).
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Kazemi (1969) extended Warren and Root's model to a more complex situation in two

dimensions. His numerical solution assumes the flow from matrix to fractures at transient

state conditions in a uniformly spaced horizontal matrix layers with the set of fractures as

spacers. His repetitive unit in the reservoir are one half fracture and one half matrix block

of the reservoir.

Mattax and Kyte (1962) gave practical ways of calculating oil recovery from the matrix

blocks for two-phase flow. They presented a method to predict oil-recovery behavior for

fractured-matrix, water drive reservoirs. Mattax and Kyte show that "the time required to

recover a given fraction of the oil from matrix block is proportional to the square of the

distance between fractures." In their development of the method they assumed the

following: (I) the volume of oil contained in the fractures is negligible compared with the

volume of oil in the matrix blocks, (2) resistance to fluid flow in the fractures is

negligible compared with that in the matrix blocks, (3) gravity has no effect on fluid flow

in the matrix blocks, and (4) water in the fractures rises uniformly in a horizontal plane

throughout the reservoir.

Kazemi et al. (1976) set the foundation for field-scale, dual-porosity, multi-phase

simulators. In their idealization, an elemental reservoir volume in a naturally fractured

reservoir is represented by a set of grid cells as shown in Figure 2.3. One or several

matrix blocks can be contained in each grid cell. All matrix blocks will have the same

pressures and saturations within any grid cell. Although fractures within a grid cell will

have the same pressures and saturations, it will be different from the matrix pressures and

saturations. A typical grid cell with its pressure distribution is shown in Figure 2.4.

Kazemi et al. simulator accounts for relative fluid mobilities, gravity forces, imbibition,

and variation in reservoir properties. In addition, the simulator can handle uniformly and

nonuniformly distributed fractures and no fractures at all.
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The dual-permeability idealization represents a reservoir system in which both the matrix

and fracture network have continuity and matrix transmissivity in not insignificant

compared to that of the fracture. Dual-permeability models require much greater

computing time than dual-porosity models. Hill and Thomas (1985) allow both matrix-

to-matrix and fracture-to-fracture flow between grid blocks. Gilman and Kazemi (1988)

used the dual-permeability idealization to develop an efficient algorithm to account

accurately for gravity effects both in the fracture and the matrix. They also accounted for

viscous displacement in matrix blocks caused by pressure gradient in the fracture

network.

y

__---r~::::::- X

~ Z:LJ? .....
J " -'. ",

·'',:FLOW ouT······..

.. OUTFLOW IN ..
MATRIX

FRACTURE

FLOW IN

Figure 2.3: Schematic of an elemental reservoir volume in a naturally fractured
reservoir (after Kazemi et al., 1976).
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Figure 2.4: Idealization of flow and elemental reservoir volumes containing matrix
in a naturally fractured reservoir (after Kazemi et aI., 1976).
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2.2 Phase Behavior

Any homogeneous and physically distinct part of a system which is separated from other

parts of the system by definite bounding surfaces is called phase. Normally petroleum

engineers concerned with three phases, which are vapor, liquid, and solid. The

consideration of the behavior of the individual molecules is the best way to describe the

manner in which hydrocarbons behave when pressure and temperature changed. There are

three important factors to the physical behavior of molecules: (I) pressure - a reflection

of the number of times the molecules of a gas strike the walls of its container, (2)

temperature - a physical measure of the average kinetic energy of the molecules, and (3)

molecular attraction and repulsion.

Naturally occurring hydrocarbon systems are composed of a wide range of constituents.

These constituents include the paraffin series of hydrocarbon as well as components from

various other series. The phase behavior of a hydrocarbon mixture is dependent on the

composition of the mixture and the properties of the individual constituents.

Compositional phase diagrams for multi-component mixtures are best explained by

ternary diagrams, diagrams formed from equilateral triangles, Figure 2.5.

2.2.1 Phase Envelope

A phase diagram for multi-component system is shown in Figure 2.6. Critical point (C of

Figure 2.6) is defined as the state of pressure and temperature at which the intensive

properties, properties that are independent of the amount of material under consideration,

of each phase are identical. Bubble-point curve is the locus of the points of pressure and

temperature at which the first bubble of gas is formed in passing from the liquid to the

two-phase region. It represents 100 percent liquid by volume. Dew-point curve is the

locus of the points of pressure and temperature at which the first droplet of liquid is

formed in passing from the vapor to the two-phase region. It represents zero percent

liquid by volume. The bubble-point curve coincides with the dew-point curve at the
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0.2 Propane

Methane

0.' , .
'\ - '.,

p-t500 este

0.2 0.9
,', ,\, ;'.

n-Pentane
,/', '\ i

0.8 0.8
i \ .

0.'
: ,I

Figure 2.5: Ternary phase diagram of mixture of methane, propane, and n-pentane
at 1500 psia and 160°F (after McCain, 77, 1990).

Liquia

·,··0:

,,,,
r,

-',,.-
,/

...... '-'
,/

./i;';/

temce-cture

Figure 2.6: Phase diagram of multi component system.
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critical point. Two-phase region is the region enclosed by the bubble-pointline and dew-

point line wherein gas and liquid coexist in equilibrium. Retrograde region (shaded area

in Figure 2.6) is defined as any region where condensation or vaporization occurs in

reverse to conventional behavior. The phase diagram and prevailing reservoir conditions

determine the classification of the system.

2.2.2 Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium

Multiple phases coexist at a given pressure and temperature. The area bounded by the

bubble point and dew point curves on the phase diagram of a multi component mixture,

Figure 2.6, defines the conditions for gas and liquid to exist in equilibrium.

Thermodynamic equilibrium between the phases can be best described by chemical

potential. Chemical potential, G, of a pure fluid at constant temperature can be calculated

as

, dG=VMdp (2.1)

where VM is the molar volume. Chemical potential also is called Gibbs molar free

energy. In order to evaluate Equation 2.1, an equation of state is required. For an ideal

gas

V = RT
M P

(2.2)

Thus for a pure ideal gas, Equation 2. I becomes

dG = RTd(lnp) (2.3)
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The chemical potential of a real fluid can be expressed by replacing pressure in Equation

2.3 with a property called fugacity, f

dG = RT d(lnf) (2.4)

Equation 2.4 can be rewritten to present a component of a mixture as follows:

(2.5)

The fugacity of component i in phase m (Ii m) is a measure of the tendency of the,
component to escape from the phase. The reference value for fugacity in the above

equation is

lim! =Y p= P~o) } } (2.6)

This means that as pressure approaches zero, the fluid approaches ideal behavior and the

fugacity of a component approaches the partial pressure of that component. At

equilibrium, chemical potentials are equal in all phases for multiphase systems. Thus

Equation 2.5 shows that at equilibrium the fugacities of a component must be equal in all

phases.

An explicit expression for the fugacity, which can evaluated numerically, can be derived

from any equation of state. The relationship for the fugacity of component i in phase m of

a mixture,fi,m is as follows:
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RTln( ;;.m ) = _ rl;,,(~_RT)dV - RTlnZ
x. J", oN. V 111 IIIP 1,111 1./1/ 'II

(2.7)

where Vm is the total volume of phase m given by

V =Z NRT
III 11/ P (2.8)

and Ni,m is the number of moles of component i in phase m, N is the total number of

moles in phase m and Zm is the compressibility factor of phase m.

The condition of thermodynamic equilibrium between coexisting phases is described by

the following mathematical equations:

(a) The overall material balance

L+V=I, (2.9)

where L is the moles of liquid per mole of fluid mixture and V is the moles of

vapor per mole of fluid mixture.

(b) The component material balance

(2.10)

where {z,} ,:'] is the mole fraction composition of the initial fluid and {Y,} :'] and

{x,} :'] are the mole fraction compositions of the gas and liquid phases respectively

at given pressure p and temperature T.
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(c) Mole fraction constraints

INc. 1
Z =i=l I •

(2.11 )

(d) Finally, the criterion for the thermodynamic equilibrium

fL -J,«. l~i~N ,
I, I. C

(2.12)

~
where .li, V and /u. are the fugacities of component i in the gas and liquid phases

respectively at pressure p and temperature T.

One way to predict gas-liquid equilibria is through correlations based on experimental

observations of gas-liquid equilibria behavior. These correlations usually involve the

equilibrium ratio, K, which is defined as

(2.13)

where Yj and Xj are experimentally determined values of the compositions of the gas and

liquid that exist at equilibrium at a given pressure and temperature. Another way to

predict gas-liquid equilibria is through equation of state. The criterion for the

thermodynamic equilibrium, Equation 2.12, can be rewritten as

(2.14 )
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The equation of state approach is more desirable than the K - values method because the

later becomes unstable near the critical region.

2.2.3 Phase Envelope Prediction

Calculation of phase envelops (saturation pressure curves and critical points as a function

of mixture composition) are important as a general reservoir engineering tool and for

simulation purposes. Compositional simulation requires the use of an equation of state to

describe both the liquid phase and vapor phase saturations and compositions. A good

reliable method to use is Minimum Variable Newton Raphson (MVNR) described by

Fussell and Yanosik (1978). However, MVNR method has demonstrated a need for an

improved estimate of initial iteration parameters. Two method will be presented in this

work to describe initial estimates of iteration parameters.

The first method is the technique described by Peng and Robinson (1976) and by Fussell

and Yanosik (1978) which is relies on an estimate of component K - values using a

semitheoretical relation. It was derived by integrating the Clausius - Clayperon equation

and then using Raoult's law. This equation, which is known as Wilson's equation, is

given by

(2.15)

The saturation pressure is found by trial and error iterative method. This method is

unstable near the critical region. In addition, Baker and Luks (1980) reported that the

semitheoretical K - value correlation (Equation 2.15) gave unsatisfactory results for fluid

systems containing only light components such as CH4, C02 and N2. They employ a

more self-consistent method of estimating starting values of the iteration parameters.
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Barker and Luks defined the partial fugacity coefficient in phase m as

ur . = f./11
't' 1,111 'pXi/1I

(2.16)

so that for a dew point calculation the yi's are known (equal to zi's for the overall fluid

mixture in place) and the liquid phase composition is given by

(2. I7a)

For a bubble point calculation the xi's are known (equal to Zi'S for the overall fluid

mixture in place) and the vapor phase composition is given by

(2.17b)

The method involves the following steps:

(I) Choose a low pressure - e.g., I psi.

(2) Compute lIf;.L and lIf;y at the pressure of the new iteration level using the

composition from the old iteration level.

(3) Evaluate the composition of the unknown phase using Equation 2.17a for dew point

or Equation 2.l7b for bubble point. If the sum of the calculated phase

compositions is less than I, the assumed pressure is too high, if not, the assumed

pressure is lower than the saturation pressure.

(4) Correct the pressure in accordance with step (3).

(5) Repeat steps (2) to (4) until convergence.
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For the first iteration in Step 2, assume If/iY = I for the bubble point calculation at low

pressure. For a dew point, If/..t. may be estimated as

If/. = If/" exp[zO(_L.-I)] ,/,L I I. p .
.\,1

(2.18)

where If/~ is the pure component partial fugacity coefficient evaluated at the pure

component vapor pressure, Ps.i-

2.2.4 Equations of State

2.2.4.1 Background

An equation of state (EOS) is an algebraic relation between pressure, temperature and

molar volume. Several EOS have been proposed for a real gas, from which the molar

volume.or density can be estimated at a given pressure and temperature. Each equation

of state has distinct advantages, but no single EOS perfectly describes all fluid

properties. Van der Waals proposed the first cubic EOS in 1873,

RT a
P=----, '

v-b v
(2.19)

where a is the " attraction" parameter and b is the "repulsive" parameter. Since the

introduction of the Van der Waals EOS, evolution of cubic equations has resulted in

many new forms such as those proposed by Redlich and Kwong (RK) (1949), Zudkevitch

and Joffe (ZJRK) (1970), Soave (SRK) (1972), Peng and Robinson (PR) (1976), Martin

(1979), and Schmidt and Wenzel (1980).
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Most petroleum engineenng applications rely on the Peng-Robinson . EOS, or a

modification of the RK EOS. Although PR EOS is comparable to the SRK EOS in

simplicity and form, it predicts liquid densities better than the SRK EOS. A distinct

advantage of the PR and SRK equations is reproducibility. Martin (1979) proposed a new

concept - volume translation - to cubic equations of state. Peneloux et al. (1982) uses the

idea of volume translation to improve volumetric capabilities of the EOS. Their key

contribution was to show that the volume shift does not affect equilibrium calculations.

Peneloux et al. Show that the component volume shift parameters cancel when the ratio

of fugacity coefficients are calculated. Jhaveri and Youngren (1984) show that volume

translation works equally well with any two-component EOS for the Peng-Robinson

equation.

2.2.4.2 Peng - Robinson (PR) EOS

In 1975, Pen and Robinson proposed a two-constant equation which improved liquid

density, vapor pressure and phase equilibrium predictions over Redlich-Kwong equation,

particularly near the critical region. The equation is of the form

(2.20)

where

p = pressure m psia,

T = temperature in 0R •

R = universal gas constant, ('" IO.73 psi - ft 3 !lb - mole 'R ),

Vm = specific volume, (ft3 !lb - mole ).

and the EOS constants are given by,
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R'T'
a = D --'.' . D = 0.45724

I a 'ar..
(2.2Ia)

RT.
hi = Db --'" ; Db = 0.07780

r.,
(2.2Ib)

(2.21c)

,
k, = 0.37464 + 1.54226to, -0.26992 »; (2.2Id)

(2.2Ie)

Nc Nc

Gill = LLXi,mXj,JlIaiJ
;=] J=l

(2.21f)

N.

bill = LXiJl,bj

;::]

(2.2Ig)

The Equation of State can be reform in terms of fluid compressibility factor (Zm) to yield

the following cubic polynomial equation

Z3 _ (1- B )Z' + (A - 3B' - 2B )Z - (A B - B' - B') = 0
III 111 111 11/ IJI /1/ III 111 111 11/ JI/

(2.22)

where
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(2.23a)

Bill = bll/p
RT

(2.23b)

In Equation 2.2 I e, the term K. represents the binary interaction parameter for binary
',I

mixtures of component i and j. It is assumed to be independent of the actual mixture

composition, system pressure, and system temperature. Binary interaction parameter

( K .. ) is determined from experiment data on the particular i-j binary,
I,j

Solving the cubic polynomial for the compressibility factor would yield three values of Z

in the two-phase region. The largest value of Z represents the Z-factor for the vapor

phase, the smallest value is the Z-factor for the liquid phase and the intermediate root is

ignored.

The fugacity expression can be obtained by integrating Equation 2.7 in the following

manner: (i) evaluate the partial derivative of pressure with respect to the number of moles

of component i from EOS (Equation 2.20); (ii) integrate, and (iii) use the cubic form

(Equation 2.22) to get the final form. The resulting expression for component i in phase m

is given by,

f b. A [b. 2 N ]In_,_,m_=_, Z -I -In Z -B + m -' -- x Q.
x b (m ) (m ,J 2.J2B b Q ~ j.m 1/

l,mP III 11/ m //I J I

Xln[Zm+(.J2 + I)Bm]

z; - (.J2 - I)Bm

(2.24 )
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Peng and Robinson have made their equation well known by documenting how it can

apply to petroleum and nonhydrocarbon systems. They also presented numerical

solutions to problems near the critical region, and methods for predicting multi phase and

semi-solid phase behavior.

2.2.4.3 Flash Calculation

Reservoir fluid study consists of five major procedures designed to provide value of the

physical properties required in the material balance calculations. These procedures are

flash vaporization, deferential vaporization, composition measurement, separator tests,

and viscosity measurement. This section will discuss flash vaporization procedure in the

laboratory and flash calculation procedure by the use ofEOS.

A sample of reservoir fluid is placed in a high-pressure cell at reservoir temperature.

Pressure is set to a value greater than reservoir pressure. The pressure in the cell is

reduced in small increment by increasing the space available in the cell for the fluid as

illustrated in Figure 2.7. To ensure that the contents are at equilibrium, the sample is

agitated either by shaking the test cell or with an external mixing device. During the test,

no reservoir gas or liquid is removed from the cell. Therefore, the composition of the total

hydrocarbon mixture in the cell remains fixed at the original composition. Pressure and

volume of the reservoir fluid are measured at each step. Then pressure is plotted against

total volume, as in Figure 2.8. The pressure at which the pressure-volume slope changes

is considered the bubble point pressure of the mixture. The gas liberated from solution is

the equilibrium vapor phase forms in the two-phase region of a phase diagram.

Two methods for flash calculation by using EOS are presented in this work. The first

method is successive substitution (SS) method and the second is MVNR method. The

second iterative method will be discussed later.
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Figure 2.7: Laboratory flash vaporization procedure.
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Figure 2.8: Determination of bubble-point pressure with data from flash vaporization.
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Successive substitution method allows the detection of the single-phase region without

computing the saturation pressure. From Equations 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.13, the

following equations can be derived:

lS,iS,N
c

(2.25)

!S,iS,N
c

(2.26)

and

(2.27)

The derivative of the above equation is expressed as

(2.28)

The K-values are related to the fugacity coefficient 'If;.L and 'If ,y via the following

equation:

K = 'If,! = fu./ (x,p)
, 'If ,y f,v / (y,p)

FY'
t x,

(2.29)

The method of successive substitution involves the following step:
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(I) Estimate Kio from Equation 2.15.

(2) Calculate T'(O) and Tt l) from Equation 2.27 where v=o and V=l.

If I'(O) > 0 and r(l) < 0, then the system is two phase; whereas If r(o)::; a or

T(I) ~ 0, then the system may be a single phase. Compute VO using Newlon -

Raphson method,

VI+' = Vi _ reV)
or/oV (2.30)

Start with Vi = 0.5 and iterate until
Vl+'-Vl

Vi < e ,where e is a certain tolerance.

(3) Calculate land Xi
D from equations 2.25 and 2.26 respectively.

° (0) ° (0).(4) Use Yi to calculate Z,. and Xi to calculate Z/. by solving the cubic form of

Peng-Robinson EOS (Equation 2.22). Update fugacities using Equation 2.24 and

calculate FO from Equation 2.14. Then obtain K' from, ,

(2.31 )

Check the convergence criterion

m~xlr;o- II ::;e ,

if converged then stop, if not, then go to step number (5).

(5) Compute T(O) and T{l) using Kio = K,' .

If T(O) <0, set VO = 0, Xi =Z" Yi = Kio zi,goto (4).

oIf T(I) > 0, set V = I, Y, = z, ,
Z

x. = -"-0' go to (4)., K,
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If reo) > 0 and F(l ) < 0, solve for VO using Newton - Raphson method, go to (3).

The SS method explain in this section allows the detection of the single-phase region

without computing the saturation pressure. But unfortunately it has poor convergence

near the critical region. Yet, its result will be used to provide an initial guess to a more

robust algorithm (MVNR) that will be described later.

2.3 Compositional Modeling

Petroleum engineers have dealt with production from reservoirs with compositionally

sensitive behavior since the 1940's, The two reservoir types identified as requiring special

PVT treatment were gas condensate fields, and reservoirs that showed significant

compositional variation. Burtchaell (J 949), Espach and Fry (1951), Cook et al. (195 I)

described the later in publications. Muskat (1930) had postulated the possible occurrence

of vertical compositional variation based on equilibrium calculations that included both

gravitational and chemical potentials.

In the late 1940's and 1950's, gas injection in oil reservoirs, and gas cycling in gas

condensate reservoirs created additional need for methods to describe complex phase

behavior. Initially the emphasis was how to estimate the rate and degree of vaporization

of reservoir oil or retrograde condensate. It was found that accurate prediction of K-

values for light and heavy components was the key to modeling the vaporization process.

Cook et al. (1969) provided extensive K-values for C7+fractions, specially for simulating

the vaporization process.

Kniazeff and Naville (1965) proposed a modification of the black-oil PVT formulation by

including a term to account for liquids that would condense or vaporize into reservoir

gases. Multicontact miscible processes have been important in the development of
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improved methods for calculating phase behavior in the near-critical region. Existing

compositional models based on tabulated k-values proved not to be adequate for treating

such complex systems.

In the 1970's and early 1980's, compositional models based on cubic equations of state

were developed. Significant contributions to improved EOS fluid characterization were

made by Katz and Firoozabadi (1978), Yarborough (1979), Peneloux et al. (1982) with

the method of volume translation, and Whitson (1983) in C7+ characterization.

Michelsen (1988) has also developed an algorithm for calculating a mixture critical point

that is faster than a two-phase flash calculation.

Although Coats (1989) and da Silva (1989) discuss the application of a fully-implicit,

full-field Equation of State (EOS) model to simulate a giant North Sea naturally fractured

reservoir, the deficiency of the fully-implicit formulation is that the number of

components is limited to about four, as a larger number will push the limits of existing

linear solvers.

2.4 MVNR Method

Newton first applied his iterative method III 1669 for solving a cubic equation. The

Procedure was systematically discussed in print by J. Raphson as early as 1690. Newton-

Raphson method requires the evaluation of both the functionj(x), and the derivativef'(x),

at arbitrary points x. The Newton-Raphson formula consists geometrically of extending

the tangent line at a current point Xi until it crosses zero, then setting the next guess Xi+ 1 to

the abscissa of that zero-crossing, Figure 2.9. Algebraically, the method derives from the

familiar Taylor series expansion of a function in the neighborhood of a point,

j"(x)
f(x + 8) '" f(x) + !'(x)8+ -2-8' + .... (2.32)
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For small enough values of 5, the terms beyond linear are unimportant, hencefi:x + 0) = 0

implies

(2.33)

Newton-Raphson is powerful because the rate of convergence is quadratically. Near a

root, the number of significant digits approximately doubles with each step.

Figure 2.9: Newton's method extrapolates the local derivative to find the next estimate
of the root (after Press et a!., 357, 1992).
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Phase equilibria equations are nonlinear and, therefore, must be solved by an iterative

method. The method of successive substitution which is commonly used almost always

diverges near the critical region for dew point, bubble point, and two-phase calculations.

Fussell and Yanosik (1978) introduce iterative methods that converge for these

calculations. They called it minimum variable Newton-Raphson (MVNR) method

because they try to minimize the number of variables for which simultaneous iteration is

required and use the Newton-Raphson method for the correction step.

2.4.1 MVNR for Flash Calculation

The saturation pressure can be obtain using procedures discussed in the phase envelope

prediction section (2.2.3). Once the saturation pressure is known, we choose a pressure

increments along the fixed isotherm through the two phase region. Pressure and

temperature are both fixed at each step. The set of unknowns is { L, V, (Xi 1:'" {Y,} ;~~}
which represent a system of 2Nc+2 unknowns. This set will be divided into two sets: a

set of iteration variables and a set of dependent variables. If the fluid system is

predominately liquid (L > V), then the set of iteration variables would be { V, {Yi}:~}

and the MVNR that uses this set is referred to as the V - y iteration. If the fluid system is

predominately vapor (V> L), then the set of iteration variables would be { L, {Xi}:~} and

the MVNR that uses this set is referred to as the L - X iteration. The first estimates for

either the V - y or the L - X iteration are the values of the variables calculated at the

previous pressure. The initial estimates for the first two-phase calculations are the values

obtained from the saturation pressure determination. The procedures of both V -y and L -

x iterations will be presented.

The objective of the MVNR method is to minimize the set of iteration variables. For V - Y

iteration, the constraint equation is
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N

" 'y. = 1.L.J;:=.! I
(2.34)

Using the above equation on the vapor mole fraction composition so that

N -I
11 =1-'" y.r Nc L.Ji=l i'

(2.35)

Then the set of iteration variables is reduced by one and becomes { V, {y, }:~-l}. The
overall material balance (Equation 2.9) may be rearranged and used as a defining

equation as follows,

L=I-V. (2.36)

Finally, rearranging the component material balance ( Equation 2.10) yield the following:

(2.37)

The set of dependent variables is{ L,yN" {x; }:~-l}.The remaining He equilibrium

equations ( Equation 2.12) will be used to define the error equations for the He iteration

variables as follows

<D; = f,.L - f", 1::; i ::;N, (2.38)

The above Neequations are solved by Newton's method which has the form
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(2.39)

where I denotes the iteration level, and jl is the Jacobian matrix at the old iterate. This set

f I· .. 1 d f h I f h A 0'+' -- R'+' - R', theno mear equations IS so ve ror tee ements 0 t e vector un

R/+1 = R' A vf+1 h s': = (VI+1 J'+l 1+1 1+1)+ un were ,), ,Y, ...,y N,-' .

The Jacobian matrix is ordered as follows:

0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>,
oV oY, oYN,_,

0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>,
J= oV oY, oYN,_, (2.40)

o<1>N 0<1>N, 0<1>N,
--'

oV oY, oYN,_,

where the elements ofthe Jacobian are evaluated as follows:

0<1>. I N,-' 0 I, "o.L( )oV = - L f:: oX
j

Yj - x) , I::;/::;N c
(2.41 )

0<1> V 0 f.L 0 t.;
--' =-------,
oYj Lox) oYj

I::;/::;N, l::;j'::;N-Ic c
(2.42)

Equations 2.41 and 2.42 are obtained from the following partial deferential equations:

(a) From the overall material balance (Equation 2.9),
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oL=_l.
OV

(2.43)

OVN-' -' = -1, 1s j s N - 1,oy. C
}

(2.44)

and

O)?-'-S 1<"<N-1oy, - iJ' - l,j - c '

J

(2.45)

where S .is the Kroenecker delta defined as
',I

S . = {Ol,
',j ,

if i= j;
ifi *- j

(2.46)

(c) From component material balance ( Equation 2.10)

(2.47)

and

ox x-y_'= J I

oV L
1sis N

C
(2.48)
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Once the set of { V, {Y,} :;~l}is obtained, then the set of {L, Y N,' {Xi} :;~l}IS
calculated using Equation's 2.35, 2.36, and 2.37.

For L ~x iteration, the constraint equation is

(2.49)

Using the above equation on the liquid mole fraction composition so that

X
N

= 1- "N,~IX.
c ~'=l I

(2.50)

Then the set of iteration variables is reduced by one and becomes { L, {Xi }:;~1}.The
overall material balance (Equation 2.9) may be rearranged and used as a defining

equation as follows,

V=I-L. (2.51)

Finally, rearranging the component material balance (Equation 2.10) yield the following

(2.52)

N -I
The set of dependent variables is{ V,xN,' {Y,}i=; }. The remaining Nc equilibrium

equations ( Equation 2.12) will be used to define the error equations for the Nc iteration

variables as described by the V - Y iteration procedure. The set of linear equations is then
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solved for the elements of the vector M'+' = R'+' - R' , then R'+' = R' +M'+' where

The Jacobian matrix is ordered as follows:

o<!J, o<!J, o<!J,
oL ox, oXN,_,

o<!J, o<!J, o<!J,
J= oL ox, oXN,_, (2.53)

o<!J N, o<!J N, o<!J N.

oL ox, oXN,_,

where the elements ofthe Jacobian are evaluated as follows:

(2.54)

o<!J; O/'.L L 0/,,1--=--+---ox} ox) V oy} , lS,iS,N, !S,j'S,N -I
c c (2.55)

Once the set of {L, {x, }:;-'} is obtained, then the set of { V,xN,' {Y,}:;-'} IS

calculated using Equation's 2.50, 2.51, and 2.52.

2.4.2 MVNR for Bubble Point Calculation (p-y Iteration)

At the bubble point pressure L= I, since the number of moles of vapor is infinitesimal.

This quantity of vapor of mole fraction composition is in equilibrium with the liquid

phase composition. Because the amount of forming vapor is negligible, the change of the
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liquid mole fraction composition as the pressure changes from above the bubble point to

the bubble point must also be negligible. Therefore, Equation 2.10 becomes

x = z. 1< i< N
I I' - - c'

(2.56)

Because the overall mole fraction composition (Zi) of the initial fluid in place is known,

N
bubble point pressure (Ph) and vapor mole fraction composition {Y,} i=', are the only

unknowns left to solve for. These set of unknowns {Pb' {Yi }:~} becomes the set of

iteration variables, whereas the set {L, {Xi} :',} is known and therefore chosen to be the

set of dependent variables. Fussell and Yanosik (1978) introduced a constraint equation

given by

(2.57)

The error equations are defined as follows:

(a) the residual of the thermodynamic phase equilibrium equation (Equation 2.38).

<I> = f·L -f·,., lS,iS, N
I I. I. C

(b) The additional error equation is

(2.58)
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The above Nc+I equations can be solved by Newlon's method which takes the form of

Equation 2.39. The set of linear equations is then solved for the elements of the vector

A 0'+' = R'+' _ R' th R'+' = R' A 0/+' h R1+' = ( 1+' ,'.' 1+' 1+')Ul\ , en +Ul\ were Y, ,), , ... ,y",P .. ,

The Jacobian matrix is ordered as follows:

0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>,
oY, oY, oYN, op
0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>,
oY, oY, oYN, op

J= (2.59)
0<1>N, 0<1>N, 0<1>N, 0<1>N.

oY, oY, oYN, op
0<1>N,+' 0<1>N.+' 0<1>N.+' 0<1>N.+'
oY, oY, oYN, op

where the elements of the Jacobian are evaluated as follows:

0<1> of ..--' = ---"-, 1 ~ i,j:5, N
oYj oYj

(2.60)

0<1>, = 0 f.L _ 01;.1'
dp dp op' l:5,i:5,N c

(2.6 I)

f N. f of
J,L + ~ I.L i,V--p L,PY,-, --,
f,.· ,=, fF oyJ, I. }

(2.62)
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(2.63)

The convergence is determined from the Euc1iden norm of the <1» as follows:

N +1t <1>~ s s , where e is some small tolerance.
i=d

2.4.3 MVNR for Dew Point Calculation (p-x Iteration)

The same logic of the p-y iteration is valid for the p-x iteration. At the dew point pressure,

V = I and Yi = Zi for all mole fraction composition. Therefore, the set of unknowns

{Pd' {Xi }:~} becomes the set of iteration variables, whereas the set {V, {Yi }:~ } is known

and therefore selected to be the set of dependent variables. The constraint equation given

by

(2.64)

The error equations are defined as follows:

(a) the residual of the thermodynamic phase equilibrium equation (Equation 2.38).

<1>=I[-I"lsisNI I, I. C

(b) The additional error equation is
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N {'
"\" J U'<1>N+I =p- L.-'-' pX,

c i~l /;.L
(2.65)

The above Nc+ I equations may be solved by Newton's method which takes the form of

Equation 2.39. The set of linear equations is then solved for the elements of the vector

A DI+I = R1+1 _ R' th R/+1 = R1 + A D/+I h R1+1 = (1+1 1+1 .1+1 1+1)
Lli\ , en Lli\ were Xl 'X2 ' ... 'XNc ,p .

The Jacobian matrix is ordered as follows:

0<1>1 0<1>, 0<1>1 0<1>1
oXI ox, oXN, op
0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>, 0<1>,
oXI ox, oXN, op

J= (2.66)
0<1> N. 0<1> N, 0<1> N, 0<1> N,

oX, ox, oXN, op
0<1> N.+l 0<1> N•• I 0<1> N," 0<1> N,,+'
oXI ox, ox", op

where the elements of the Jacobian are evaluated as follows:

0<1>, = 0 f.L
ox} ox) 1 :5. i.] :5. N (2.67)

0<1>, 0 J;.L 0 J;,
--=-----,op op op l:5.i:5.N c (2.68)



0<1> N,+I

Op

The same convergence in the p-y iteration can be used for the p-x iteration.
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(2.69)

(2.70)
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CHAPTER 3

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

3.1 Flow Equations

Reservoir simulation is the process of inferring the behavior of a real reservoir from the

performance of a model of that reservoir. The model may be physical, such as a scaled

laboratory model, or mathematical. A mathematical model of a physical system is a set of

partial differential equations, together with an appropriate set of boundary conditions. The

processes occurring in petroleum reservoirs are basically fluid flow and mass transfer. Up

to three immiscible phases (water, oil, and gas) flow simultaneously, while mass transfer

may take place between the phases ( chiefly between gas and oil phases). Gravity,

capillary, and viscous forces all playa role in the fluid flow process. The model equations

must account for all these forces. The differential equations are obtained by combining

Darcy's law for each phase with a simple differential material balance for each phase.

To use differential equations for predicting the behavior of a reservoir, it is necessary to

solve them subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. Only for the simplest cases

involving homogeneous reservoirs and very regular boundaries can solutions be obtained

by the classical methods of mathematical physics. Numerical method, on the other hand,

are extremely general in their applicability and have proved to be highly successful for

obtaining solutions to very complex reservoir situations.

The model formulation treats one dimensional flow of gas, oil, and water in x-direction

of heterogeneous permeability and porosity with Cartesian geometry. The fluid flow is

simulated using Darcy's law, combining gravity, viscous, and capillary forces. Relative

permeability and capillary pressure are dependent on saturations. The model consists of

mass balances for water, hydrocarbon components, and associated constraint equations.



For multi-phase flow, the general form of the continuity equation for phase m is:

where:

V' = divergence operator

p = fluid density

v = velocity vector

q = volume flow rate per unit reservoir volume

¢ = porosity

S = saturation.

Darcy's law for multi-phase flow takes the following differential form:

where:

k = absolute permeability

k; = relative permeability

J.l = fluid viscosity

J? = pressure

r = specific weight

D = depth

43

(3.1)

(3.2)
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Combining the continuity equation (Equation 3.1) and the equation of motion (Equation

3.2) yield the following mass balance equation:

(3.3)

A general form of the relationship for the fugacity of component i in phase m of a

mixture,li,m is given by Equation 2.7, which is rewritten here as follows

RTln( J;.m ) = _ ir~"( 0 p _ RT)dV _ RTlnZ
x. co iJ N V m 1/1p tsn sm m

(3.4)

where

Vm = total volume of phase m,

Ni, m = number of moles of component i in phase m,

N = total number of moles in phase m,

Zm = compressibility factor of phase m.

The fugacity expression (Equation 2.24) for the fluid mixture is rewritten as

I t., bi (Z 1) I (Z B) Am [b, 2 LN

' ]n--=- - - n - + ---. X ax. b m m m 2.fiB b a _ J,m lj
J .mP m m m m ]-1

[
z + (.fi + l)B ] ,

I 1/1 m
X n

Zm-(.fi-1)Bm

(3.5)

where Zm is the compressibility factor of phase m given by Equation 2.22 and both Am

and Em are cubic equation parameters given by equations 2.23a and 2.23b, respectively.
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3.2 Fully-Implicit (FI)

3.2.1 Single-Porosity

The model consists of 2Nc+4 equations written in finite difference form for each grid

block. The water mass balance equation is

11 T"+1 >:"+1(11 ,,+1_ 11 ,,+1 _ "+111 D) + (>:"+1 "+1) = VR 11 [ '" >: S .J . (3.6)
11' '='11' PI PCWIl r II' '='w q II' tJ.t I v«; H

The Nc component mass balance equations are

L), TI/+\ ;:11+1 Xf/+l (Ll 1/+1 _ 1/+1Ll n)+~ TII~I ;:'1+1 11+1(Ll 1/+1 + Ll 1/+1 _ 11+] Ll D)
, '0, i P, r , " '0,. Y, P, Pmg Y,.

+ (>:"+1 X"+I ,,+1+ >:,'+1 ,,+1 "+1) = VR 11 [ '"( >: xS + >:S)] 1:5 i :5 N (3.7)
'='1 I q( '='1' Y, q t' !i.t! If' '='1 I I '='1' y, 1" C '

where the transmissibility for the x-direction are:

Liquid:'

T = l1yAz k (k,)
lx Ax x ,u , (3.8a)

Vapor:

T = l1yAz k (k,)
\'X ~ x II

r- "

(3.8b)

The Nc fugacity constraints are:
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f/-/ =0, l:S:i:S:N, (3.9)

The above equation show the requirement that liquid-phase and vapor-phase fugacities

must be equal for each component. The two mole fraction constraints are

(3.10a)

and

N

~>,=1, (3.IOb)
i=1

and the saturation constraint is

S w + Sf + S,. = 1 . (3.11 )

The set of 2N c+4 unknowns corresponding to these equations are

{ S S S { .l N, { l N, }p, 11" I' 1" XI i:d' Yi 1=1, .

Since MVNR method is chosen to solve the above system, the number of equation is

reduced to 2Nc+ 1. This is done by substituting Equations 2.35and 2.50, which are

_ 1- "N,-I
Y N,_ - L...,i=l Yi,

and
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I LN,-,
X = - X
Nc i=l I

for Y N, and xN, in Equation 3.7 respectively. Rearranging Equation 3.11 as

S =I-S-S
M' I v '

(3.12)

and substituted for Sw in Equation 3.6 will yield the following:

~ r» ...n+I(~ n+1 _ ~ n+1 _ n+l~ D)+( ...n+! n+l)
w':lM' PI r.: r, s:«:

(3.13)

The equations that will be used to solve this model are one water mass balance equation

represented by Equation 3.13, N; component mass balance equations represented by

Equation 3.7, and N; fugacity constraint equations represented by Equation 3.9. The set of

2Nc+ 1 unknowns corresponding to these equations in the order that is presented in this

work is (X, ,x" ... ,x N,-I ,p,S"S, ,x, ,Y, ,Y, '''''YN,-Il.

3.2.2 Dual-PorositylPermeability

The dual-porosity/permeability approaches assumes two superimposed continua: fracture

and matrix. The model consists of 4Nc+2 equations written in finite difference form for

each grid block for both fracture and matrix. The water mass balance equations are

Fracture:
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L'. T"+I ;"+1 (L'. ,,+1- L'. ,,+1 _ "+1L'. D ) - T +(;"+1 "+1)
wf~"'f Pif Pcw(!( Ywf / w ~wfqwf

(3.14 )

Matrix:

L'. T"+I):"+I(L'. ,,+1_ L'. ,,+1 _ "+IL'. D )+ T +():"+I "+1)
wm ':::!wm Plm Pcwom r wm m w l:lwm qwm

VR
--L'. [do ): (1-8 -8 )]-!1t I 'rm ':::!wm 1m \1m

(3.15)

The source term Tn in the above two equations represent flow between the matrix and

fractures and is given by

r, =; (7VRkm(,uk~ J [(Plf - pcw"r)-(Plm - Pcw,m)-ynmADr -Dm)]. (3.16)
nmr

The transmissibilities for x-direction flow are:

T - L'.yL'.z k do (~J
w/x - Ax' fx 'If f J.1l3 wi '

(3.17)

and

T = L'.yL'.zk (~) .
wrnx Ax mx j1l3 nm

(3.18)

The N; component mass balance equations are
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Fracture:

Dj)

+6(A. ;: S K &.) + 6(A. ;: S K . 611 )'f'j'":Jlj If lif if If'j~'f If !'if ~if

+ (..ell+1X"+1 11+1 + ):'11+1 ~'+l II+!)
"'If If qlf ""j Yif q,j (3.19)

-r,; x - r,; Y - A.;: S K (x - x )11m! mlj r I'm! 1111/ If' /II '":J IlIIf Jill II/Iif if ;111

-¢m;I'II1!S"/IIjKl'illlf(Yij - Yim)

Matrix:

Li. rr'r: n+\ (Li. 1/+1 11+1 Li. D )
1///1 '='Im XU" FIlii <r ; 11/

+ Li. Tn+]):'II+! 11+1 (.6 11+1 + Li. 11+1 _ 1/+111 D )
1'111 '=' \'11/ Yim Plm Pcogm r rill III

+Li.( ¢m;I",S'IIIK Ii",Ax';111 ) + Li.(¢III~\'IIISI'IIIK1'imLi.Yilll)

(
j:'n+l 11+1 11+1 ;:II+J 11+1 11+1)

+ '=' /11/ Xjl/l q /11/ +" I'll/ Yim q \'11/
(3.20)

-r;: x - r;: Y - A.;: S K (x
I'=' 1m! imf l' '=' I'/II! illl1 Cj/ III '=' Imf /m I imj if

-¢m;l'1l1jSvmjKl'illlf(Yij - Yim)
-x )im

VR [= -6 x S + . S6f I ¢",(,;,,,, "" I", ,;,.",y"" ,'m)]

where Svmfis the weighted average of gas saturation between fracture and matrix region

next to the fracture. The third and fourth terms in Equations 3.19 and 3.20 are the

dispersion in the fracture and matrix, respectively, which is generally negligible;
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however, it is included here for completeness. The fracture-matrix transfer terms for

liquid and vapor are:

Liquid:

(k) [ (]r=aVk-' - - D-DI R 11/ PIj »; r.; f ",)
J1 Imf

(3.21 )

Vapor:

(3.22)

The transmissibilities for x-direction flow are:

Fracture:

Liquid:

T = !:ly& k t/J (k,)
1ft !:lx Ix I IJ I

(3.23a)

Vapor:

T - !:ly& k '" (k,)
'Ix - !:lx fr '1'1 IJ,

(3.23b)

Matrix:

Liquid:
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T - !ly~ k (~)
11IIx - /:!;,x mx

f.J,
(3.24a)

Vapor:

(3.24b)

The dispersion coefficients for the x-direction are:

Fracture:

Liquid:

(3.25a)

Vapor:

K !ly~ !D"ifX 1 [ 2 (2 2 ))). =-- --+ a v +a v +v
"ifX !lx T '" S Iv I LI vfx 7J 'fy 'ft

I 'f'1 « ,j

(3.25b)

Matrix:

Liquid:

K . !ly~{Dlim, 1 [2 ( 2 2 ))}=-- --+ a v +a v +v
I/IILT /x( t A. S Iv I Lm III/x Till tmy 1m:

111 '1'/11 /11/ fill

(3.26a)
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Vapor:

~:y&{D' 1 [2 ( 2 2 )]}K _ =-- ----l!!!.!!...+ a v +a v +v
l'IJ11X Ax t: A. S Iv I /./11 l'mx Till 1'/11.1' 1'111;_

11/ "Pm \'/1/ 1'11/

(3.26b)

The dispersion coefficients for fracture-matrix flow are:

Liquid:

K = (J" V [D,m, + a IV,mrl]
III/!f R t: 11/ At. S

11/ 0/111 IlIIf

(3.27a)

Vapor:

K - V [D"'m IV,'mr I ]-(J" --+a
1'1111/ R t: lIld.S

III 'Pm I'''if

(3.27b)

where Tf and Tm In Equations 3.25a through 3.27b are the fracture and matrix

tortuosities.

The fugacity constraints are:

Fracture:

(3.28)

Matrix:
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f,L - f,V = 0 I 5, i 5, N
1m 1m' c (3.29)

The equations that will be used to solve this model are two water mass balance equations

for both fracture and matrix represented by Equations 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. In

addition, N; component mass balance equations for fracture represented by Equation 3.19

and N; component mass balance equations for matrix represented by Equation 3.20.

Finally, N; fugacity constraint equations for fracture represented by Equation 3.28 and N;

fugacity constraint equations for matrix represented by Equation 3.29. The set of 4Nc+2

unknowns corresponding to these equations in the order that is presented in this work is

{x,! ,x'! ,...,x NJ -I'P!, S'r ,S,! ,x'! ,Y1! ,Y,! ,...,y NJ -I}

3.3 Explicit Composition Implicit Pressure and Saturation (ECIPS)

3.3.1 Single-Porosity

The FI single-porosity model which consists of 2Nc+ I equations is reduced to three

equations because only pressure (P), liquid saturation (SI), and vapor saturation (Sv) are

solved implicitly for each grid block; whereas, component compositions {x,} '~'I-Iand

{ }N-'Y, i:1 are solved explicitly. The three equations are one water mass balance equation

given by Equation 3.13 and two component mass balance equations given by Equation

3.7. The set of three unknowns corresponding to these equations in the order that is

presented in this work is {p,S, ,S,} .

3.3.2 Dual-PorositylPermeability

The FI dual-porosity/permeability model which consists of 4Nc+2 equations is reduced to

six equations. These six equations are two water mass balance equations for fracture and

matrix given by Equations 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. Furthermore, two component mass
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balance equations for fracture given by Equation 3.19, and two component mass balance

equations for matrix given by Equation 3.20. The set of six unknowns corresponding to

these equations in the order that is presented in this work is {PI' 8 If' 8'1 -P;» 8,m, 8,m } .
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CHAPTER 4

SOLUTION OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS

4.1 Introduction

The single-porosity and the dual-porosity/permeability formulations, described in the

previous chapter, generate a system of nonlinear algebraic equations in the form of

A(i)i=b. These equations are often solved by iterative methods, which leads to a large

system of linear equations. Consideration such as solution method and matrix reduction is

required to solve these equations efficiently. In this work, minimum variable Newton-

Raphson (MVNR) method is used to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations. This method

minimize the number of variables for which simultaneous iteration is required and has

better conversion near critical region than successive substitution. In this chapter, the FI

and the ECIPS formulations are used to illustrate (I) how to generate a set of linear

equations from the discretization of the flow equations, (2) how to reduce the set of linear

equationsto manageable size, and (3) how to solve the set oflinear equations. A schematic

of the flow directions considered in one-dimension (I-D) for 5 nodes, single-porosity

model and two-dimensions (2-0) for 10 nodes, dual-porosity/permeability model are

shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Fully-Implicit Model(FIM)

4.2.1 Single-Porosity Model (SPM)

The finite difference operator on the left hand side of the flow equations, e.g. Equation

3.13, can be expanded in any coordinate system. For the purpose of this work, the single-

porosity model will be discretize only in the x-direction. Let Rw,; be equal to the water mass

balance equation, then the FI central finite-difference approximation of Equation 3.13 IS

written as follows:
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(T"+' -"+') [( "+' - "+') - ( "+' - "+') - "+.' (D - D)]
If' ~w i+.!. Pli~1 PI, PCll'Oi+1 PClI'lJr Y W,+.!. 1+1 I

2 ,

- (T"+' ):"+') [( "+' - "+') - ( "+' - "+' ) - "+' (D - D )]w ':-w ,I Pli P'i-I Pcwoi Pcwoj_1 r M' I I I-I
1-- ;__

2 ,

( _"+' "+') VR { [( )] "+' [( )] ,,}+,;w q. i - t;t ¢q. I-S,-S,. r - ¢q.1-S,-S,. i =RW•i

(4.1 )

where i represent node numbering in the x-direction.

fracture matrix

2-D Dual-Porosity/Permeabillty Model

1-0 Single Porosity Model

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation ofthe flow direction in 1-D and 2-D.
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Let Rcn,i be equal to Equation 3.7, then the FI central finite-difference approximation of

the component mass balance equation is written as follows:

(T:'+I.I'''+I "+1) [( ,,+1_ "+1)_ "+I(D -D)]
I ~I x; _ 1 PI;+l PI, r I I 1+ I I

1+'2 '+2

_(T,"+I.I'''+I "+1) [( ,,+1_ "+1)_ "+I(D -D )]{ "':JI XII . I PI, P"_I y, I I 1-1
'-1 '-I

(T,"+I.I'''+I "+1) [( ,,+1 "+1) ("+1 "+1) "+I(D D)]+ I' '=',. Yn i+~ PI, ..] - PI; + PeD?; ..1 - pcog; - rl'j~~ i+l - i

_(T,"+IJ'''+I "+1) [( ,,+1_ "+1) ( 'HI _ "+1)_ 'HI(D -D )]
r ,=,,' YII . I Pli P"_I + Pcog, PCOg;_1 rl' 1 I I-I

1-2 i-I

(
):"II+] 11+\ 1/+1 ):'1/+1 11+1 11+1)

+"':Jf x; q, +,=". YII ql' ,

(4.2)

Finally, if Rgn,i is equal to Equation 3.9, then the fugacity constraint equation will become

as follows:

f:-f'=R
1/,/ '1.1 gll,1

(4.3)

where n and i III equations. 4.5 and 4.6 represents component and node numbering,

respectively.

4.2.2 Solution of SPM

The set of equations in the previous section is linearized by MVNR method, described

as:
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(
_JIoR - -I

ox 5x.=-R (x) (4.4)

where

jO _1+1_1
uX=x -x (4.5)

The partial derivative, 5 R / 5 x, IS the Jacobian matrix and represents the partial

derivative of all residuals with respect to the primary variables. For each node, the

system to be solved is a 2Nc+ I by 2Nc+ I block matrix in the form:

ill OR OR ill ill ill OR ill
-..£1. .. __ e_l_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ----f!. ... __ ,_·1_

5X2 s:oX2 ox oP, os, oS oX
l oy! OYNc_1Nc-I v

ill OR ill illa illa ill
illa ...

OR s;----<1. .. __ e_2_ e2 ----<1. __ e_2_
oX2 Ox oP, os, oS ox oy oyNc-1Nc-1 v 1 1

ill ill. ill ill ill ill ill ill 5XNe-1eNe eNe 1 eNc eNe eNe eNe eNe-I eNe 1
oX2 ox OPj as, oS ox OYt 8YNc_1Nc-l v ,

5pI ReNe-Iill (ReNe ill ill ill ill ill ill
eNe eNe eNe eNe eNc -f1:!£ ... -----£l:iL

oX2 ox OPt oS, oS ox oy] oYNc_1 581 s;Ne-I v I
ill ill ill ill ill ill ill ill
----"'- __ w_ ----"'- ----"'- ----"'- ----"'- .-!!::. ... __ w_

58,. Rw=oX2 Ox oP, oS, oS oXI OYI oyNc-1 v Nc-1
ill ill ill ill ill ill ill ill

5x, Rg1~ ..
__ g_l_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... __ g_l-

oX
2

ox oP, oS/ oS oXl oY, oy Nc-lNc-l v
5y, Rg2ill ill ill ill ill ill

illg2 ...
ill

--'i3- ~ --'i3- --'i3- --'i3- --'i3- __ g_2_

ox ox oP, oS, oS oX1 oYI oy
5y,2 Nc-I v Nc-1

ill ill ill ill ill ill ill illgNc-1 gNc-l gNc-l gNc-l gNc-1 gNc-l gNc-l gNc-1

oX2 ox op/ OS/ oS ox oY, oYNc_1
RgNc-1

Nc-l v 1
OR ill ill ill illgNe ill ill illgNc ~ gNe gNe gNc gNc .. ~ 5YNe-1 RgNe
oX2 ox oP, oS, oS oX1 oYI iJyNc-lNc-1 v
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Since the water equation is not a function of composition and the fugacity equation is

not a function of saturation, then the above system can be simplified. For 3 component

system in I-D, the system to be solved is a 7x7 block matrix in the form:

OR OR 071 OR OR OR OR
----<L ~ ---£l ----<L ----<L ----<L ----<L
ox op oS oS ox 0)' OY2 s X, R,2 I I v 1 1
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
-----<1. --...4~ -----<1. -----<1. -----<1. -----<1.
ox op oSI oS Ox 0)' OY2

s p, R,
2 I v 1 1

ORc3 OR OR ORc3 ORc3 ORe] ORc3----fl c3 ss, R3oX2 oPI oSI oS ox, oY, oy2
v

oR OR OR ss. R.
0 -" -" ~ 0 0 0 (4.6)

apt as, oS
v Ox, Rg,OR OR OR OR OR

~ ~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~
oX2 oPI

ox, oY1 0)'2 oy, Rg,
ORg2 OR OR

g2
OR

g2
ORg21 0 0 o y, Rg3oX2 oPI ox! oY1 0)'2

OR, OR ORg] ORg] ORg]-12. 1 0 0
JX2 oPI oX

I oY, oY2

An example of equation structure for 3 component, 3xl grid system is shown in Figure

4.2. The set of linear equations for 5x I grid system utilizing natural ordering in the x-

direction is shown in Figure 4.3. The various terms in Figure 4.3 are defined as follows:

Ai, Bi, Ci are the elements of a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix with Bi the diagonal,

Ai the lower diagonal, and Ci the upper diagonal elements.

Xi = jox"o p"oS"oS,.,ox"oy"oy,} for node i
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Bl
A2

Cl
H2 C2
A3 B3 C3

A4 B4
A5

Figure 4.3: Equation structure for 5 x I grid.

The solution of the equations is accomplished by Gaussian elimination for this small

grid system. For large grid systems, iterative methods such as successive over relaxation

(SOR) or conjugate gradient can be used.

4.2.3 Dual-PorositylPermeability Model (DPPM)

Similar to the SPM, the finite difference operator on the left hand side of the flow

equations (e.g. Equation 3.14) can be expanded in any coordinate system. For the purpose

of this work, the dual-porosity/permeability model wili be discretize in both x- and y-

directions. The FI central finite-difference approximation of water mass balance equations

are:

Fracture:
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Matrix:

(~~~I;::,lt,Bp;:;:'j - P;;,;:)- (P::"''''j -l:mJ - r::,:,!J~+I') - ~J]-
(~~~I(:'Lt,)[(p;;,;:- p;:;'J - (l::""j -l:""J -r::,:)~)-DHJ] +

(~~~Ict+t[(p;:,;:" - P;:,;:)- (P:::m'j" - P:'::mJ- r::,I)~'J+] - ~J]-
(~":]f::,1J-t[(p;:;~ - p;:,;~J- (P:::m'j- P::""J - r::':i'! (~,) - D,J_I)]+<;,~+
(/:,<+1"+1) __VR {[ do j: (1- S _ S )],,+1- [do j: (1- S - S )],,}=R

SWff/ qWill i,J I1t 'Pm f:,wm 1m VIII i,j ¥'m '='wm 1m 1'/11 i,j WIII,i,)

(4.8)

The FI central finite-difference approximation of the component mass balance equations

are:

Fracture:

W' ,;+lx~;tt,)[(p;:~1,J- p;;'~)- r ;::~') (Dfl+l,)- DflJ]

-(f'rx~;'Lt,)[(p;;'~-p;:~,J- r;::)Dfl,j -Dfl-lJ]

+(7;;+1,~+ly:;tt,)[(P;:~,,) - p;;'~)+(P::~i+I'J- P::~i'))- r ~:~~') (Dfl+1,J- Dfl'))]

- (\;+I,~+ly~;lt,)[(p7~ - P;:~,))+(P::~,,)- P::~H))- r;'~t')b) -Dfl-I,))]
( ,,+1,,+1,,+1,,+1) ( ".1 "+1) ("+1 '<+],,+1"+1) ( ,,+1 ,,+1)

+ ¢ .; S K x -]I: - ¢ .; S K x-x
f If If It!! i+~,j lifi+l,J n!i,j f If If In! i-~,j n!i,j n!i-l,J
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( n+ln+1n+1n+l) ( n+1 n+l) (n+1n+1n+1,n+l) ( n+l n+I)'
+ rtf ~vf "« Kvnf i+!,j Ynfi+1,j - '«: - rtf ~vf Svj xvn! i-~'J Ynfi,j - Ynfi_~j

+t;;+'x;l)+t[ (P;;~+I - p;;J - r;~;+t b,)+1 - DflJ]

-(fl;7Ix:;1)_t[(p;;~ - p;;~J - r;~;)Dfl,j -Dfl,)_I)]

(
n+1n+ln+l) [( n+1 n+l) (n+l n+l) n+1 ( ),l

+ T"I ;vl Ynl i,)+t Plfi+L) - plfi,) + Peogfi+L)- Peogf,,) - rVli,j+~ Dfl+Lj - Dfl,) J

-(T"t;;I<;l)-t[(p;;~ -p;;~J +(P;:~i,j -P;:~',jJ -r~~)Dfl') -Dfl,)_l)]

( n+1n+1n+1n+l) (' n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+1n+l n+l) ( n+1 n+l)+ ¢ ; S K x -x - ¢ ; S K x-x
I If If Inf ,,)+t nf',)+1 nli,) I If If tnf i,j-t nfi,j nli,j_1

( n+1n+1 n+1 n+l) ( n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+1 n+1 n+l) ( n+1 n+l)+ ¢ C SKy -y - ¢ ; SKy -y
f ·vf vf vn! i)·+~ nii)'+1 nii)" f vf vf vn! i)-_l- nli)" nfj)'_1

' 2" '2 ' ,

(
n+1 n+1 n+1 n+l n+l n+1) ( n + I n + 1 n + 1) ( n + 1 n + I n + I)+ ~ x q +,; y q -, c x - r .; y
if nf If vi nl vi i,l I -1m! nmf .. v vmj nm! .

I,j ~J

(
n+1n+1 n+1n+l) (n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+1n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+l)- ¢ , S K x -x - ¢ ; SKy -y
m ~'mf 1m Inm! i,j nfi,j nmj,j m vmf vm vnm! i,j n!i,} nmi,)

,,,(4,9)



Matrix:

- Dm .)]',J

( n+1 n+1 n+l) ~( n+1 n~l) n+1 ( )J
+ T;m ';/m Xnm i,j+~L'Plmj,j+l - PJrnj,j - Ylmi,j+~ Dmi,j+l - Dmj,)

( n+1 n+1 n+l) [( n+1 n+l) n+1 ( )J
- Tim ';lm xnm i,j-~ Plmi,j - Plmi,j_l - Ylmi,J-t Dmj,j - Dmi,j_l

( n+1 n+1 n+l) [( n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+1.) n+1 ( )]
+ Tvm ';vm Ynm j,j+~ Plmi,j+l - PJmi,j + PCOglnj,)+1 - Pcogmi,j - rvmj,j+~ D"1,)+1 - Dmj,j

( n+1 n+1 n+l) ~(n+1 n+1) (n+1 n+1 ) n+1 ( )]
- Tvm ';vm Ynm i,j-~LIPlmi,j - Plmj,j_i + Pcogmi,j - PCOglnj,j_l - rvmi,j_~ Dmi,j - D"',)_I

n+1 )
- Ynm;,j-I
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(4.10)



The fracture-matrix transfer terms for liquid and vapor are:

Liquid:

Vapor:

T.;,J = (a VRk",)J:) [(PI[ + Pmgf) - (PI'" + Pm",,) - y,,,/(D/ - D",)l.J
vmf ,

The transmissibilities for fracture and matrix in the x-direction are:

Fracture:

Matrix:

The dispersion coefficients for fracture and matrix in the x-direction are:

Fracture:

65

(4,11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)



Matrix:
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(4.15)

(4.16)

Similar terms are defined for me y-direction. The dispersion coefficients for fracture-

matrix flow is:

_ ( ) [Dpnm Ivpmrl] fJ-/
Kpninif,i,j-aVRi,j--+amA.S .. ' -,Vrm 'f'm pm!

'';

The fugacity constraint are:

Fracture:

f,L. -f,v -0 1< <NnJ,/J n!,1,j-, _n_ c

Matrix:

s: - r: .= 0, I:s; n :s; N
nm,l,j nm,I,) c

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)
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4.2.4 Solution of Dual-Porosity Model

The dual porosity model assume flow between fracture-fracture and matrix-fracture; there

is no flow between matrix-matrix. The set of equations is linearized by MVNR method.

For each node, the system to be solved is a 4Nc+2 by 4Nc+2 block matrix. Again, if we

have 3 component for 2x5 grid, then the system to be solved is 14x 14 block matrix in the

form:

(4.20)

where

OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
lci tel . fc1 fel fel fel fel

{1(21 cPlf !Elf !E a1f
-~-

0'2f,j 0'lf
OR OR OR ORfc2 OR OR OR
~ ta Ie2 feZ fc2 fc2«, cPlf !E !E a

'f 0"f 0'2fIf vf

OR OR OR OR OR OR ORfc3 fe' fd fd fe' fd fe'a tPlf !Elf !E a
'f 0'lf 0'2f2f ,j

OR OR oR OR OR OR OR
BFF= wf wf wf wf wf wf wf

a2f tPlf !Elf !E a1f 0"f 0'2f,j

OR OR OR OR OR OR ORfgl ---1f!. fgl fgi fg1 ---1f!. fgI

a2f cPlf !Elf !E a1f 0"f 0'2fif
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

jg2 jg2 ----.lE.- fg2 fg2 ----lIl fg2
~ tPlf !Elf ~ a

'f 0'1f 0'2f2f ,j

OR ORk3 OR < OR OR OR
fR3 fg3 fg' fg3 Jg3a cPlf !Elf ~

-~-
0"f 0'2f2f ,j

ex
'f



OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
(el (el Id jet lei lei rei

a itJ'm CD CD T 0'lm 0',",2m tm I'm 1m
OR OR OR OR OR OR ORta 1£1 ta fe2 Ie' ja -ET C1J1m CD ~ a 0'lm tY2m2m tm I'm 1m
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

Ie' ---l£ fd (d (d Ie' Id

& C]J/m CD CD ar 0'lm 0',",21/1 tm vm 1m
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

BFM= wi wi w( wi wf wf wi
T ilJtm CD CD T £)JIIII 0J2m2m /m l'ni 1m
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR1,1 {Xl M f.e-I M M M
& -~--

CD CD & 0J11II 0',",211I «; lm \'Til 1m
OR OR OR OR OR oR OR

11:2 ----.!Ec j[:2 k2 Ig2 h2 ---1£2.a C/J'm CD ~ a 0'lm 0'211I2m tm \'11/ ""OR OR OR OR OR OR OR(,3 I" lx' M IgJ fK3 (g3
& -~-

CD CD a 0'"" 0'2/112m »: 1m V/II ""

OR OR oR OR OR ORmel OR
-----lllf1. ------'l!d - - - -a21 C/J/f CD/f CD all 0'1/ 0'21'1
OR OR OR OR ORm() OR OR
---..lll.f2.. -----'!1!J. -----'!1!J. --!lId -----'!1!J. -----'!1!J.
a21

~
CD/f CD all 0"1 0'21CfJ/f '1

OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
--Il!d - -- ---..m.d -- - me]

a C/J/f CD/f CD all 0"1 0'2121 'I
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

BMF= wm ~ -----..!!m.. ~ --"""- __ w.m. ----.!!'1!!.
a21 C/J/f CD/f CD'I a'l 0'lj 0'21
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

m,i?l mgt mgl mgl mgl mgl mgl

a21 C/J/f CD/f --a;; alj 0'lj 0'21'1
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR

IIIg2 mg2 ~ mg2 mgl mg2 mg2

a'i C/J/f CD/f ~ all 0'lj 0'21'1
ORm?]

OR OR OR OR OR ORmg3 mg3 mg3 mg3 mg3 mg3

a21 iP/f CD/f --a;; alj -~- -~-
'I 0'1/ 0'21
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OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
------illd. - ---.m..cl. -----lll£1. ---.m..cl. - -a- i]J'm is is a- 0'lm 0J2m2/11 1m \'/11 ""oR OR oR OR oR OR OR
---l!.!.!1.. -----l!!.f2.. - ~ ----l1.!fl. - --!J.!SLa- i}J'm is is a- ry!1I1 0.'21/12m 1m \'/1/ 111/
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
--!!Ld -----1!!.£l ------!!!fl ----ll.!fl -----ll!..d.. ----!!!d -a- tP'm is is a- 0.)1111 0J2m'm 11/1 I'm 1m
OR OR OR OR OR oR OR

BMM= Will ----!l1!L ~ --'!!Z!. ----!!1!L ---lfa!- 11'111a- Cf>/m is is a- 0;1111 0J2/112m tm I'm ""OR OR OR OR OR oR OR
~ tII}?1 m~l nI?l /II,!:l nlKl m}.:'l

a- t1J1m iii iii a- 0'1111 0'"""" tm vtr ""OR oR OR OR OR OR OR
fII}?2 /111:2 m}?2 1II}?2 /II}?2 HI}?] IIIK2

a- cp{m iii iii a- 0'lm 0.)21112m ltn '" 1m
OR OR oR OR OR OR OR

/II}?3 IIIK3 /IIg] nJ[:3 nlp3 nlj?3 mK3

a- C1J1m iii iii a- ~ 0'2111'm lm I'm 1m • 1m

I5x I5x R R2j jel mel

15PI(
2m R R15r; jd mel

158 158 R R
, If im jc3 mc3

XF= 158 XM= 158 RF= R RM= R
'1 ,m , wj , wm

I5X'j I5x R R
1m jgl mgl

15Yll I5Ylm R R
jgl mgl

15Y2j 15Y2n, R Rjgl mgl

The set of linear equations for the above system utilizing natural ordering in x- and y-

directions is shown in Figure 4.4. This can be reduced to the form shown in Figure 4.5

where the block matrix Gfi have been eliminated. The rest of the variables in Figure 4.5

will remain the same except for Dfi' Xfi, and Rfi due to the elimination process. The

reduced equations are solved first for fracture primary variables, then the rock matrix

variables are solved for by back substitution. Again, Gaussian elimination is used for small

grid system and iterative method is used for large grid system.
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HII~

Gjl Xjl Rjl
Gj2 Xj2 Rj2

Gj3 Xj3 Rj3
Gj4 Xj4 Rj4
G[ ]{...J2 !}1~- - - - - - - - ----- - - ---- '. • =o; Xm1 Rm1

~1I2 XI/a RII2
01/3 X"13 RIII3o; X"J4 R""DnD XnD R"J5

Figure 4.4: Equation structure for a dual-porosity 2x5 grid.

The various terms in Figure 4.4 are defined as follows:

Dji, Efi, and Ffi are the elements of fracture-fracture block coefficient matrix

Gfi is fracture-matrix block coefficient matrix elements

Hmi is matrix-fracture block coefficient matrix elements

Dmi is fracture-matrix block coefficient matrix elements

Xfi =Xmi = {Sx2j,S PIj'S SIj,SS,j,Sxlj'S Ylj,SY2j,SXgu'S P1m,SSlm'S S,m'

S x ,S Y ,S Y } for node i,j
111/ im 2/11

Rji = Rmi = {R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R ,R } for node
fc1 je2 fc3 '111 jgl jg2 jg3 mel mc2 me3 Will mgl mg2 mg3

I,J.
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Dil E I RI
XiiJI I JI

~2 Di2 ~i2
I

X
~i2

I
I i2

F D E I Xi3 ~i3i3 i3 J3 I
I

Xi'F D z; I

~i'i4 i4 I

F D I X RI • _J2______________ J2 ___ 1~L ____________________
X _1~

H I D RI
.,1

.,1 /II] X /III
H I D RI .,2

"B I
.,2 X m2

H I D .,3 R
"B I .,3 X ",3

H I D ,,~ R,," I ,,~
X. ,,"H I D "0 R,,6 I ,,6 n6

Figure 4.5: Reduced equation structure for a dual-porosity 2x5 grid.

4.2.5 Solution of DPPM

The dual-porosity/permeability model assume flow between fracture-fracture, fracture-

matrix, and matrix-matrix. Tbe set of linear equations for 2x5 grid system utilizing natural

ordering in x- and y- directions is shown in Figure 4.6. This can be reduced to the form

shown in Figure 4.7 where the block matrix Gfi have been eliminated. However, this

model is more complicated than the dual-porosity model. Reduction in the system will not

result in simplifying it as shown in Figure 4.7. It is recommended that the system be

solved by one of the iterative method (e.g., SOR).
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Dfl Efl
I «. Xfl RI
I fl

F Df2 E I G Xf2 Rf2f2 f2 I f2
F DfJ Ef]

I Gf] Xf] RfJfJ I
I

~4 D Ef4 I G X Rf4 I f4 f4 f4
F D'G X R--- ___________ Jl ___ D_~------------------J2 • _J2 _1~

H ID E X R
/Ill I /III ml 1/11 ml

H IF D E X R,,' I 1112 /112 "i2 "i2 m2
H I F D E X R,," I /1/3 ,,' ,,' ,,' //13

H I F D E X R
"" I ,,~ ,,~ ,,~ ". ,,~

H I F D X R,,6 I ,,6 ,,6 ,,6 1115

Figure 4.6: Equation structure for a dual-porosity/permeability 2x5 grid.

~1 ~I t. J; r;
~2~2~2 t, ~
OJ ~J ~J ~J LJ

T
4

0 F D E
~ ...[4 -.14 --.14 I

W T 0 F D I_~~ ~ J Jl L~1 _~ _
H 1 L P V D

nil AlII I nil

K H 1 L P D
2 /1/3 ,,2 2 2 n/2

OJ KJ HmJ !J LJ DmJ
T 0 K HID
4 4 4 m4 ....4 m4

W T 0 K H D
5 5 5 5 ,,6 nt5

Figure 4.7: Reduced equation structure for a dual-porosity/permeability 2x5 grid.
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4.3 Explicit Composition Implicit Pressure and Saturation Model (ECIPSM)

4.3.1 Single-Porosity Model (SPM)

Similar to the FI single-porosity formulation, the ECIPSM will be discretize only in the x-

direction. Both the ECIPSM and the FIM discretizations have the same form except for the

composition in the left hand side of the flow equations of the ECIPSM which is set at n-

level. The ECIPS central finite-difference approximation of the water mass balance

equation, Equation 3.13, is the same as Equation 4.1 since it is not a function of

composition. Equation 4.1 is rewritten here as:

(Tn+' ;:n+') [( n+' _ n+')_( n+' _ n+')_ n+' (D -D)]
w '::!w . I Plr•l PI, P CWO; .. I P cwo; r w 1 1+1 I

1+- i.._
2 ,

_(Tn+' ;:n+') [( n+' _ n+')_( n_' _ n+' )_ n+' (D -D )]
w '::Iw . 1 PI; P',_I PCWOj PCWO'~l r w 1 I I-I

/-- i--2 ,

+(C'q:+'), - :~ {[ ¢~w(I-S,-S,)r' -[ ¢~w(l-SI-S,W}=Rw,i

The ECIPS central finite-difference approximation of component mass balance equation,

Equation 3.7, is as follows:

(4.21 )
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The fugacity constraint equation is the same as Equation 4.3, which is rewritten as:

4.3.2 Solution of SPM

The set of equations for the ECIPSM is linearized by MVNR method. For each node, the

system to be solved implicitly is 3x3 block matrix in the form:

c'JitN' I c'JitNc I c'JitNc I OPI RcNc-10/1 is, is,
8RcNc c'JitNc c'JitNc • S S, = fv" (4.22)
CJ?I iS, a:
OR. oR. oR. ss. R.C}J, is, is,

The above system is a result of 2 steps of reduction which will be explained next.

Step 1

The ECIPSM will form a 2Nc+ I by 2Nc+I block matrix for each node similar to the FI

model. This block matrix can be partitioned as follows:

where



d/ d/ d/ d/ d/
----<i --<L ----<i ----<i ----<i
BX

2 oXNc_1 Bp/ BS/ BS
v

d/c2 .3::L d/c2 d/c2 d/
--.4

oX2 Bx BPt BS
t

BS
Nc-) v

ifI d/ d/ d/ d/
VI= eNe-I cNc-1 eNe-I cNc-l cNc-]

Bx Ox BP
t

BS
t

BS
2 Nc-l v

d/ d/ d/ d/. d/
cNc ---..£liL cNc cNc cNc

BX
2

Bx BP
t

BS
t

BSNc-l v
d/ d/ d/ d/ d/
---!!:. ... __ IV_ --l!:. --l!:. --l!:.
BX

2
Bx oP

J BS/ BS
Nc-l v

d/ d/el ~----<i
BX

I BY
I

By
Nc-l

d/ d/c2 .3::L--.4
BX

I BY
I

By
Nc-l

ifI d/ d/
V2= cNc-1 cNc-1 cNc-l

Bx BY
I

By
I Nc-]

d/ d/ d/
cNc cNc ---.£!i£..._
BX

I BYI
By

Nc-I
ifI d/ d/
--l!:. --l!:. __ w_

BX
I BYI

By
Nc-I
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OR" ORg, OR" OREI OR"
OX, OXN,_I dp, ss ss.
OR" OR., OR" OR" OR"
ox, OXN,-I Op, ss, ss.

U3=
ORgN,-1 OR,N,-I oR""'_l iJR[{Nc-l iJRgNc-1

ox, OXNc-l dp. ss ss.
oR'N' ORgN< ORgN, ORl'Nc iJRgNc

ox, OXN,·_I d p, ss os,

oRg, OREI OR"
OXI °YI OYN,-I tSx,OR., OR., OR" tSXI
OX, 0)'1 OY,V,_I tSXN,_1 tSYI

U4= Xl= X2= s)',, d p.ORgNc-1 OR,N,-I OR,N'-I ss
OXI °YI OYN,-I ss. tSYN,-1

OR!'Nc ORgN, ORgN,
OXI °YI OYN,-I

Rei s;Re, R.g,
Rl= R2=

ReN'-l
,

ReN'
RgNc-1

Rw RgN,

Step 2

In order to maximize the solution method efficiency, we can reduce some of the partitioned

matrices above. To accomplish that, first we eliminate the off diagonal variables of block

matrix U4. This will yield the following:
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oR,1 0 0 0CXI oRg,0 0
U4=

0'1
0 0 ,0 0

0 OR.~Nc-1 0
ryNc-2

0 0 0 oR",
0'Nc-1

Second is the elimination of the variables of block matrix V2, which will yield the

following:

Third is the elimination of the composition off diagonal variables of block matrix VI. This

will yield the following:

Ul=

No reduction is necessary for block matrix V3. Finally, for each node, the sub block matrix

UI (3x3) has the following form:
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~NCI ~NC-l ~NC 1~ fEl fE"Cp
UI= OReN, ~NC ~NC

c'kl fEl fE"
OR. oR. oR.
;PI fE, fE"

which is similar to the block matrix in Equation 4,22.

Equation 4.22 is evaluated implicitly for {15p. 15S,15S }. Then the reduced partitioned
I I \'

system is expanded as follows:

UIXI+U2X2 = -RI (4.23a)

U3XI+U4X2 = -R2 (4.23b)

Since {15p!'15S,,15S,,} have been evaluated, only {OX"OX3, ... ,OXNC_l) are left to be

evaluated in Xl. U I,Xl, and R I are further partitioned as follows:

- [UII UI2]" [XII] - [Rll]UI = U2I U22' Xl = X22 ' RI = R22 '

where
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oRe, ° ... ° oRe, oR" oRe,OX, op, »s, as.
UII= ° ,UI2=AO oReN, , oReN, , oRcNC :;>

° ... ° i3RN'~' dp, ss, ss.OXNc~'

[
0 0]

U21= : : ,U22=° °
oReN'~'»s
oReN,
ss,
oR.
»s

.. [ 5X'].. [5P'],XII= : ,X22= 5S, ,
5XN'~' 5S"

_ [&,] _ [R,.N'~']Rll = A: , R22= R.N' .
RcNc~' R.

The above partitioned system is further expanded as follows:

UII XII +UI2 X22 = -RII (4.24a)

Rearranging Equation 4.24 to solve for XII explicitly by back substitution yield the

following equation:

XII=(-RII-UI2 X22) Ulr' (4.24b)

After evaluating XI, X2 is evaluated by back substitution from rearranging Equation

4.23b as:
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(4.25)

An example of equation structure for 3 component, 3x I grid system is shown in Figure

4.8. The set of linear equations for Sx l grid system utilizing natural ordering in the x-

direction is shown in Figure 4.3. The solution of the equations is accomplished by

Gaussian elimination for small grid system.
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4.3.3 Dual-PorositylPenneability Model (DPPM)

Similar to the FI dual-porosity/permeability model, the ECIPSM will be discretize in both

x- and y-directions. Both the ECIPSM and the FIM discretizations have the same form

except for the composition in the left hand side of the flow equations of the ECIPSM

which is set at n-Ievel. The ECIPS central finite-difference approximation of the water

mass balance equation for fracture and matrix are the same as Equation 4.7 and 4.8,

respectively. The ECIPS discretization for the component mass balance equations are:

Fracture:

(
"+1 "+1 "+1 "+1) ( " ") ("+1 "+1 "+1 "+1) ( n n )+" .; S K .r -.I: -,.; S K x-x
f If If In! I+~J nfi+!,) nfi,} f If If In! I_~.} nli,} nfi_I,)

(
"+1 "+1 "+1 "+1) ( " ") ("+1 "+1 "+1 "+1) ( n n )+-; .; SKy -y -,.; SKy -y
f vi vi vnf i+~.j nfi+l,j nfl,} f vi vi vnf I_~,j nfl,J nf,_l,j

(
"+1 "+1 n ) [( "+1 "+1) "+1 ( )J

+ IJj 9/ Xn!.l Plfi,j+l-plfi,J -rtF ! Dfi,)+I-Dji,j
I,J+ 2 1,)+ 2

(
"+1 "+1 n ) [( "+1 "+1 ) "+1 ( )J

- 1Ij Qj Xnj __ 1. PIJi,) -PIj,,)-1 -YIj _.1. Dfi.;-Dji,j-l
1,)- 2 I.) 2

(
"+1 "+1 " ) [( "+1 "+1) ( "+1 "+1) "+1 ( )J

+ Ivf ';vf Ynf, .1 PIf,+!,) - Pfj',J + Pcogfi+l,J - Pcog{,.,} rr«, ]+1 Dfi+l,j -Dfi,J
I,J+ 2 ' 2

(
"+1 "+1 " ) [( "+1 "+1 ) ( "+1 "+1 ) "+1 ( )J- Tv.r ';vf Ynj I,J-~ PIj,,) -PIf',J-l + Peag(',j -PCO?/',J-l -rvfi'J_~ Dfi,;-Dji,j-l
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( "+' "+' "+' "+') ( n ") ("+' "+' "+' "+') ( n+ ¢ ~ S K x -x - ¢ ~ S K x
f If If In! ;J'+.1 1//;J"+1 n!'J- / If. If Inf ,_1. v.,'2" I,) 2 ,J

( "+' "+' "+' "+') ( " ") ("+' "+' "+' "+') ( "+; ¢ SKy -y - I/J ¢ SKy
j 11 vi vnf IJ+.1 III'J-+1 lif;J' j If If vn! 'J-1. IIfiJ''2" , 2 '

" )-x
,n!i,j_1

" )-y
nfi,J_l

( "+'" "+' "+'" "+') ( ". I,,. ''') ( "., ,.,,, )+ q x q +¢ y q -c e r <; x - r t y
If IIf If If 11/ 11 i,J I tmf nnif _ _ \' I'm] 11m! . .

~J I,j

( "+' "+' "+' "+') (" ") ("+' "+' "+' "+') (" ")- ¢ l S K .r -x - SKy-y
III -1m! /m lnm'[ i,j n!i,j I1l11i,j ¢Jill ¢,'nlj vm vnmf i,j 'IIi,) nm,,}

{[ ( )~ "+' [ ( )J- VR x ') + ~ l' S - I/J x S + S
!!/ Iff t;/j nF If "If' nf 11 i,j j ¢If n! If 1;1/ J'llj vi " } -R- fen,i,}

',J

",(4.26)

Matrix:

( "+' "+' ,,) [( "., "+') ("+' "+') "+' (+ Tty P -p + P -p -y D
VIII '1'/11 nm i+~,j Im'+I,j Imi,j cogm'+l,j cogm',j Vnl,+t,j "'i+l,J

( "+' "+' ,,) [( "+' "+') ("+' "+' ) "+' ( )J- T t; Ii P -p + p -p -y D-D
I'm 1'1/1' nm i-;,j I"'i,) Imi_l,} cogmi,j cogmi_l,j vllli_i,) "'i,) R1i-l,j

( "+' "+' "+' "+') ( "+ ¢ t; S K x
m 1m 1m Inm i+~,J nlll'+l,)

" ) ("+' "+' "+' "+') ( " " )-x - S K x-x
nm/J· 'm t;lm 1m Inm ,_1, nm'J- nmj_l-

, I 2,j, ,j

( "+' "+' "+' "+') ( "+ • SKI'
rpm <;\'1/1 1'11/ vllm i+~,j -nmi+l,j

" ) ("+' "+' "+' "+') ( " " )-v - SKy-v
. flm, J' '", ~l'm l'm WIRI -_1· nRlj J- . nm·_1 .

, I 2,j , I ,j
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(
n+1 n+1 n) [( n+1 n+l) n+1 ( )l+ T ~ x P -P -r D -D
/m "im 11111· - 1. 1m.. I I/l/i' 1111_ 1 /11- - I 1/1.,

1'./+2 I,J+ ,J ")+2 I,)+ I,) J

(
n+1 n+1 n) [( n+1 n+l) n+1 ( )]- T ¢ .r p -p -y D-D
Jm (/II 11m, ,_1. /111 - //11_1 /m _ .L m - /11'-1

I,J 2 I,j I,) i.r- 2 I,) I,)

(
'HI n+1 n) [( n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+l) n+1 (+ T ~~' p -p + P -P -:r D
VIII VIIl'- 11m "+1. tm. - I filii j cog"'· - 1 cogm· - 1'111 1. 1/1. I

t,) 2 1.)+, I,}+ I,) i,j+ 2 I,}+

(
n+1 n+1 n) [( n+1 n+l) (n+1 n+1 ) 'HI ( )]- T .; I' P -p + p -p -r D ~1J
1'/11 \'/1/' 11m ,_1 filii J' tm. "_I wg/llj)' cogm. '-I I'm .. 1 m·· 111- --I

I,) 2 ,1,./ , I,) l,j-'2 I,) I,)

(
n+1 n+1 n+1 'HI) ( n n) (n+1 n+1 n+1 n+l) ( n n )

+ di s S K .r -x - & .; S K ..t'-x
"/II //11 fm [nm - - 1. 11m", /1/11;)' '/II 1m 1m 111m .. 1. 1//11.. 11m. I

1,)+ 2 I,j+l, I,j- 2 ',J I,J~

(
n-sl n+1 n+1 n+l) (n n) (n+1 n+1 n+1 n+l) (n

- ¢ .; S K .r -x - SKy
111 1m! ~//II 111m! i' n/i J' n/llj)' rpm ';vnlj VnI vnnif _. 'ifi)',J" I,) ,

n )- }'
IImi,)

n } =R
i,j men,i,}

",(427)

The fugacity constraint equations for fracture and matrix are the same as Equations

4.18 and 4.19, respectively.

4.3.4 Solution ofDPPM

The set of equations for the ECIPSM is linearized by MVNR method. For each node, the

system to be solved implicitly is 6x6 block matrix in the form:
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oRrCNC-l oRleNe 1 oR/CNC-1 oR!CNC-l oRjcNc-l oRjcNC-l

o/If &;If i?,j CZ!lm t3f;Jm ffil'm sPlf RjCNC-l

OR..fcNc oRjeNe ORjeNe ORjeNe oRjeNe oRjeNe
OSIf

iPlf &;If ~if C1!lm as,", ro"m RjcNe

oR.j oR.j OR.j OR.j oR.f oR.j OS,j R.j{Pif rjDlf rjD'j
-~-

iJ)'m ee;r:P1m • = (4.28)
ORmcNc-l OR.n,cNc I OR.n,cNc I t3l?n,cNc 1 oR",cNc 1 oR.mcNc 1 Oplm
o/If &;If i?,j 0/11/1 ffi'm ffi"m R"cNc-l

8R.mcNc oRmcNc OR.mcNc t3R.mcNc oRn,cNc iJI?mcNc ss:
R,I/CNCCf:1f ~If ~,j C1?'m mllll t?f)vm

O1?.wm t3R.WIII OR.WII/ t3R.wm OR.wm OR.W1/1
OS,m

iPlf .s, &;,j ijJlm is'lII CEv", s.:

The above system is a result of series reduction from the FI dual-porosity/permeability

model; where each node is 4Nc+2 by 4Nc+2 block matrix. For simplicity, the same

example used in the FL dual-porosity/permeability model will be used here to illustrate

how can we get to a similar form of equation 4.26. A 3 component system for 2x5 grid

system will form 14x 14 block matrix. The reduction steps are as follows:

Step 1

Rewriting Equation 4.20, we get:

where BFF, BFM, BMF, BMM, XF, XM, RF, and RM have the same definition as before.

Then eliminating the composition off diagonal variables from block matrix BMM will

yield the following:



OR"'d OR"'d ORmc1 OR"'d: 0 0 0
ax2n' ijJ'm ss; m"m 1

1

0 IJR"", OR,,/c2 .0Rn,c2 : 0 0 0
ijJlm iBlm iEvm 1

1

0 oR"" IJR""J ORmc3 : 0 0 0q,lm m/m col'n! :
BMM= 0 OR.wm 8R..wm OR..W/II I 0 0 0--,

- -0 - -£~;~-if~l- -~:~I-'-oR:';I-- -0 - - - -0--
cp/m CS/m CSvm &1111

0 1JR",,2 1JR",,2 lJR",g2 0 OR"" 0cp/m mlm ill,,", 0'1'"
0 lJR",gJ oRm'J OR",J 0 0 lJR",gJ

cp/m CD'm rovm ~211J
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Step 2

The partial derivatives with respect to composition are eliminated from Block matrix BFM,

which will yield the following:

Step 3

The same elimination of block matrix BMM is applied to block matrix BFF, which will

yield the following:
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BFF=

No reduction is necessary for block matrix EMF. For each node the system to be solved

implicitly is a 6x6 block matrix in the form:

aRj" ,aRj" aRj" aRj" aRj" aRjd

~If cqlf cq,j i]J/m is is sr, RjC2
1m I'm

ORjd ORjd ORjd aRjd ORjcJ aRjd

~If cqlf is C]J'm is is OSIf Rj'l''/ 1m 'm,
OR.j oR.,/ aR.j OR.j OR.j OR.j

OS'j-- -- --1-- -- --

3:.!L __~!L __~''L:_CPln~___~!l" ___ ~'!!'_ R.j (4.29)•
OR OR OR OR OR OR OPlm~ -!!!4. --l!!ff.. ----l!!fL -----l!!fI. ------!!!fl. R
~If il}1f il},j CPlm is islm '"'

md

OR OR OR aR OI?mc3 aR ss;
-----l!!fl me3 me3 ~ -2'& R
~If cqlf --zr CPlm iSlm is mc3

,,\1 ,m oS
OR OR OR OR OR aR '"'~ ~ ~ ~ ----!!:2!!... ----!!:!!!.. R
CPIf iSlf is'j itJ/m is is

.m
im '"'

The above system has similar form of equation 4.26. The reduced partitioned system can

be expanded as follows:
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EFF XF + EFM XM = - RF (4.30)

EMF XF + EMM XM = - RM (4.31)

After evaluating 0p/f ,0 S/f ,0S'I' 0p.; ,0Slm, and 0S.m, the fracture liquid and vapor

compositions (OXfS,OY/S) are evaluated explicitly by back substitution using Equation

4.30, which is rearranged as:

Rearranging Equation 4.31, we get

XM = (- RM - BMF XF)EM¥' .

The above equation is used to evaluate the matrix liquid and vapor compositions

(0xm'S,0Ym' s) explicitly by back substitution.

The set of linear equations for 2xS grid system for both dual-porosity and dual-

porosity/permeability models is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.6, respectivly. Similar

reduction procedures ofthe FIM can be used here to solve both systems.
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CHAPTER 5

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

5.1 Introduction

The main objective of this chapter is to explain step by step the development of the fully-

implicit (FI) and the explicit composition, implicit pressure and saturation (ECIPS)

models and to verify their results. Initially, flash calculation results were verified and

tested using both successive substitution (SS) method and minimum variable Newton-

Raphson (MVNR) method with published results. Then the partial derivatives with respect

to the primary variables were verified by comparing its result from both analytical and

numerical solutions. The FI single-porosity model is then developed for 3 component

system in I-D. This model was tested for different time steps and production flow rates to

check its stability. In addition, it was tested near the critical region of the system to check

its convergence. Furthermore, the model calculates gas oil ratio (GOR), formation volume

factors of oil (Bo) and gas (Bg). The final stage is the development of ECIPS single-

porosity model. This model was tested using the same input data for the FI model. Results

from both the FI and the ECIPS models were compared.

5.2 Flash Calculation

Since flash calculation is part of the development of both the FI and the ECIPS models, it

was tested by both SS and MVNR methods. Note that in order to run flash calculation with

MVNR method, an initial estimate by SS method is needed. Therefore, when running flash

calculation by SS method, the tolerance used for the convergence criteria, which is fugacity

ratio (fi IIv < Tal), is set to 10'7; whereas, when using SS method as an initial estimate for

MVNR method, the tolerance is set to 10.3. The critical properties of test data and binary

interaction coefficients are shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The overall

composition (z) was flashed at pressure of 1000 psi and a temperature of 160 of.

Comparison of composition and properties between calculated (McCain, example 15-2),
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this work using SS method, and this work using MVNR method are shown in tables 5.3

and 5.4, respectively. The result from both methods are identical, and it compared very

close to the published.

Table 5.1: Critical Properties of Test Data

Component Pc Tc M (1) Z

pSI oR Ib/mole

C, 666.4 343.0 16.043 0.0104 0.5301

nC, 550.6 765.3 58.120 0.1995 0.1055

ClO 305.2 1111.7 142.285 0.4898 0.3644

Table 5.2: Binary Interaction Coefficients

C, nC, ClO

C, 0.00 0.02 0.04

nC, 0.02 0.00 0.00

C,o 0.04 0.00 0.00

Table 5.3: Comparison of Composition atp=IOOO psi and T=160 "F

McCain This Work This Work McCain This Work This Work

(example 15-2) (55) (MVNR) (example 15-2) (55) (MVNR)

x x x y y y

C, 0.2408 0.2414 0.2414 0.9613 0.9613 0.9613

nC, 0.1517 0.1516 0.1516 0.0366 0.0366 0.0366

CIO 0.6075 0.6070 0.6070 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021
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Table 5.4: Comparison of Properties atp=IOOO psi and T=160 of

Property McCain This Work This Work

(example 15-2) (SS) (MVNR)

V 0.4015 0.40 I0 0.4010

ZL 0.3922 0.3921 0.3921

P, ' lb/fr' 38.00 37.99 37.99

M"lb/mol 99.12 99.05 99.05

Zv 0.9051 0.9048 0.9048

P , Ib/ftJ 2.960 2.970 2.970
,-

M" Ib/mol 17.84 17.85 17.85

To explain the difference in convergence between SS and MVNR methods around the

critical region, a phase envelope for the example above was developed using both methods,

Figure 5.1. Both methods produced similar bubble point (BP) and dew point (DP)

pressures. The critical point for the system was determined to be at pressure of 1652 psi a

and a temperature of 540 of. Table 5.5 shows a comparison between liquid and vapor

compositions at the critical point. Comparison between the number of iteration needed for

convergence for both methods are shown in table 5.6. Note that MVNR method needed

only 3 iteration to converge at the critical point while SS method took 284 iteration to

converge.

Table 5.5: Comparison of Liquid and Vapor Composition at the Critical Point
(p = 1652 psi T = 540 of),

Component x y

C, 0.5301 0.5307

nC, 0.1055 0.1055

ClO 0.3644 0.3638



Table 5.6: Comparison of Iteration Number
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Temperature BP Pressure Iteration # Iteration #

"F pSI SS MVNR

100.0 2420 8 4

160.0 2682 9 4

260.0 2818 13 4

360.0 2673 20 4

460.0 2260 48 3

540.0 1652 284 3
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Figure 5.1: Phase Envelope Generated by MVNR Method.
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5.3 Models Development

For the purpose of this work, a 3 component system (Cj, nC4, CIO) for 5 nodes in I-D is

developed for both the FI and the ECIPS single-porosity models. MVNR phase

calculations procedure is imbedded both in the FI and the ECIPS formulations. The partial

derivatives with respect to the primary variables were calculated using two methods. First

it was calculated analytically and then numerically. The largest difference between the two

methods was less than 0.4%; therefore, all partial derivatives used in both models were

calculated analytically. The only exception was the partial derivative of fugacity with

respect to composition, which analytical result did not agree with numerical result;

therefore, numerical derivatives were used. Intensive tests were run to check for the

maximum increase or decrease in component that would not change the numerical

derivatives of fugacity. A ±0.01 % change in component was found to be the maximum

allowable for the example used in this work (zl=0.5301, z2=0.1055, z3=0.3644).

Viscosity is updated at the beginning of each timestep; it kept constant during iterations

within a timestep. Procedures described by Lohrenz et al. to calculate the viscosities of in

situ reservoir gases and liquids from their composition have been modified and used in

this work. The procedures and the modifications are presented in Appendix A.

The set of linear equations for 3 components system generated by MVNR method was

solved by Gaussian elimination. To check for convergence, the solution of the primary

variables were normalized by using the following relationship:

Mi~-v - _

x (5.1)

where

e = ratio of solution vector to primary variables,
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ox= {OX"o p"oS"oS",ox"oy"oy,},

x = {x" P" S" S", x" y" y,} .

The maximum E: over all nodes should be less than tolerance. After evaluating different

tolerance numbers, it was found out that IO·Jis sufficient, because it minimize the iteration

number while converging.

Gas-oil ratio (GOR) is calculated based on a single stage separator. A method described by

Kazemi et al. to calculate GOR is used in this work. The procedure for calculating GOR is

as follows:

I. Flash [zn, n=l, 2, ... ,Ne] to the condition of separator to get [xn,Yn, LS'P,YS'Pj.

2. Calculate the vapor mole fraction in the gas line and the liquid mole fraction in the

liquid line as follows.
vGas Line == VSep

LLiquid Line = L Sep = 1.0 _VSep

3. Calculate the number of standard cubic feet of gas per mole of reservoir hydrocarbon

fluid,

y' = 379 y()a,;Lino,scf/mole of res. HC. (5.2)

Calculate the number of stock-tank barrels of oil per mole of reservoir hydrocarbon

fluid,

X' = LLiq,idLino/(5.6l46,W'k tank), STB/mole of res. HC. (5.3)

Calculate the GOR as
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• •GOR = Y / X , scf/STB. (5.4)

5.4 Models Testing

The single-porosity models consist of 5 nodes in x-direction. All calculations were made

at reservoir conditions. Initially, the system is set to a pressure of 2800 psi, which is

above the bubble point pressure, and a temperature of 160 OF.Total liquid production

rate from a well located at the fifth node is set at 100 RBID. The well was shut after 50

days of production to allow for the pressure to build-up. Reservoir properties, for this

model problem, are given in table 5.7. Time steps were calculated manually using

minimum size of 0.01 day to a maximum size of 5 days. In this model problem, time step

size is set to I day.

A comparison of gas-oil ratio (GOR) from the FI model with the ECIPS model is shown

in Figure 5.2. Although the GOR produced was high, there was no problem encountered in

convergence. Both models produce essentially the same GOR as can be seen from Figure

5.2. Furthermore, comparison of flow rates and pressure from the production well for

both models are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Additional comparisons of

reservoir pressure, saturation, and compositions for 5 nodes between the two models are

presented in tables 5.8 through 5.16. Finally, comparison of formation volume factors are

shown in table 5.17. Both the FI and the ECIPS models gave essentially identical results.

To test the stability of the models, additional runs using different time step sizes of 0.5, 2,

and 5 days were made. Pressure of the production well using the above time step sizes for

the FI and the ECIPS models are shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Gas-oil ratio

for the same time step sizes above for the FI and the ECIPS models are shown in Figures

5.7 and 5.8, respectively. Both models basically gave the same result. Finally, additional

runs using different temperatures were made. GOR versus pressure for the ECIPS model

is shown in Figure 5.9. As can be seen from the figure, GOR increases as temperature

increases (getting closer to the critical point ofthe system).
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Table 5.7: Reservoir Properties

Reservoir grid

Grid size, ft

Reservoir thickness, ft

Porosity, ¢

Compressibility, c¢, psi-I

Water compressibility, c , psr !
w

Permeability, kx, md

Water saturation, Sw

Irreducible water saturation, Swir

Residual oil saturation to gas, Sorg

Residual oil saturation to water, Sorw

Residual gas saturation, Sgr

Residual liquid saturation to gas, SZrg

Water relative permeability at residual oil
saturation, krwro

Oil relative permeability at connate water,

krocw

Gas relative permeability at residual oil
saturation, krgro

Oil relative permeability at irreducible water
saturation, kroiw

Exponents on relative permeability curves

ng

nog

Initial reservoir pressure, P" psi

o
Reservoir temperature, T, F

5xl

L'.x =200,L'.y = 100

20

0.20

4x 10-6

3x 10-6

100

0.20

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.0

0.45

0.15

0.80

0.60

0.80

1.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

2800

160
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Table 5.8: Comparison of Pressure from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(M= lday,tm~ =50days)

Time ql Pressure(nsi)

(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800
1 -100 2702 2702 2700 2693 2671
10 -100 2663 2657 2633 2593 2533
20 -100 2590 2582 2552 2505 2440
30 -100 2515 2507 2475 2427 2363
40 -100 2441 2433 2401 2354 2293
50 -100 2369 2361 2331 2286 2229
60 0 2326 2324 2316 2307 2302
70 0 2317 2317 2315 2314 2313
80 0 2315 2315 2315 2315 2315
90 0 2315 2315 2315 2315 2315
100 0 2315 2315 2315 2315 2315

b: ECIPS
Time ql Pressure[psi)
(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800
1 -100 2702 2702 2700 2693 2672
10 -100 2664 2658 2634 2594 2534
20 -100 2591 2584 2554 2507 2442
30 -100 2517 2509 2477 2429 2364
40 -100 2443 2435 2403 2356 2294
50 -100 2372 2365 2334· 2289 2232
60 0 2329 2327 2319 2311 2305
70 0 2320 2320 2318 2317 2316
80 0 2319 2319 2318 2318 2318
90 0 2318 2318 2318 2318 2318
100 0 2318 2318 2318 2318 2318
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Table 5.9: Comparison of Liquid Saturation from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(~I= 1day, 1m"" = 50 days)

Time qt S,(fraction)
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
1 -100 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.797
10 -100 0794 0.793 0.786 0.774 0.758
20 -100 0.774 0.771 0.763 0.751 0.735
30 -100 0.753 0.750 0.742 0731 0.718
40 -100 0733 0.731 0724 0.715 0.705
50 -100 0.715 0.713 0.708 0.700 0.693
60 0 0.704 0.704 0.704 0.706 0.709
70 0 0.702 0.703 0704 0.707 0.712
80 0 0.702 0.702 0704 0.707 0.712
90 0 0.702 0.702 0.704 0.707 0.712
100 0 0.702 0.702 0.704 0.707 0.712

b: ECIPS
Time qt S, (fraction)
(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
1 -100 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.797
10 -100 0.795 0.793 0786 0.775 0.758
20 -100 0.774 0.772 0763 0.751 0.736
30 -100 0.753 0.751 0.743 0.732 0.719
40 -100 0.733 0.731 0.724 0.715 0.705
50 -100 0.715 0.713 0708 0.701 0.693
60 0 0.705 0.705 0.705 0.706 0.710
70 0 0.703 0.703 0.705 0.707 0.713
80 0 0702 0.703 0705 0707 0.713
90 0 0.702 0.703 0.705 0.707 0.713
100 0 0.702 0.703 0.705 0.707 0.713
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Table 5.10: Comparison of Vapor Saturation from FI Model with ECIPS Model
(M= Iday,tm~ =50d£rys)

a" FI
Time qt S, (fraction)
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -100 0 0 0 0 0.003
10 -100 0.006 0007 0014 0.026 0.042
20 -100 0.026 0.028 0.037 0049 0065
30 -100 0.047 0049 0.057 0.069 0.081
40 -100 0.067 0069 0.076 0.085 0.095
50 -100 0.085 0.087 0.092 0.099 0.107
60 0 0.095 0.096 0.095 0094 0.090
70 0 0.097 0.097 0.096 0093 0.088
80 0 0.098 0.098 0.096 0.092 0.087
90 0 0.098 0.098 0.096 0.092 0087
100 0 0.098 0.098 0.096 0.092 0.087

b" ECIPS
Time qt S, (fraction
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -100 0 0 0 0 0.003
10 -100 0.005 0.007 0.014 0.025 0.042
20 -100 0.026 0028 0.037 0.048 0.064
30 -100 0.047 0.049 0.057 0.068 0.081
40 -100 0067 0.069 0.076 0.085 0095
50 -100 0.085 0.086 0.092 0.099 0.106
60 0 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.094 0.090
70 0 0.097 0.097 0.095 0.092 0.087
80 0 0.097 0.097 0095 0.092 0.087
90 0 0.097 0.097 0.095 0.092 0.087
100 0 0097 0.097 0.095 0.092 0087
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Table 5.11: Comparison of Liquid Composition (XI) from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(M= Iday,tm~ =50days)

a" FI
Time qt Comnosition (x,)
rdavs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 0.5301 0.5301 0.5301 0.5301 0.5301
1 -100 0.5329 0.5329 0.5326 0.5317 0.5285
10 -100 0.5274 0.5265 0.5231 0.5174 0.5087
20 -100 0.517 0.5159 0.5116 0.5048 0.4952
30 -100 05061 0.505 05003 04932 04836
40 -100 04953 04941 04894 04824 04731
50 -100 04846 04834 04788 04721 04633
60 0 04781 04777 04765 04753 04745
70 0 04767 04767 04765 04763 04761
80 0 04765 04765 04765 04764 04764
90 0 04765 04765 04765 0.4765 04764
100 0 04765 04765 0.4765 0.4765 04765

b: ECIPS
Time qt . Comnosition IX1)
(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 05301 0.5301 0.5301 0.5301 0.5301
1 -100 0.5329 0.5328 0.5326 0.5317 0.5286
10 -100 0.5274 0.5266 0.5232 0.5176 0.5089
20 -100 0.5171 0.5161 0.5117 0.5050 0.4955
30 -100 0.5063 0.5052 0.5005 04935 0.4839
40 -100 04956 04944 0.4897 04827 0.4733
50 -100 04850 0.4838 0.4792 04725 04637
60 0 0.4785 04781 0.4770 04757 0.4749
70 0 04771 0.4770 04769 0.4767 04766
80 0 04769 0.4768 04769 0.4768 04769
90 0 04768 04768 04769 04769 04769
100 0 04768 0.4768 04769 0.4769 04769
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Table 5.12: Comparison of Liquid Composition (X2) from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(M= Iday,lm~ =50days)

a' FI
Time qt Comoosition (x,)
(davs) (RB/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0.1055 0.1055 0.1055 01055 0.1055
1 -100 0.1050 0.1050 o 1051 0.1052 0.1058
10 -100 0.1060 0.1061 0.1067 0.1077 0.1091
20 -100 0.1077 01079 0.1086 0.1098 0.1114
30 -100 01096 0.1098 0.1106 0.1118 01134
40 -100 0.1114 o 1116 0.1124 0.1136 0.1152
50 -100 o 1132 0.1134 0.1142 0.1154 0.1169
60 0 o 1143 0.1144 0.1146 0.1148 01149
70 0 0.1146 0.1146 0.1146 0.1146 0.1147
80 0 0.1146 01146 0.1146 0.1146 01146
90 0 01146 0.1146 0.1146 0.1146 01146
100 0 0.1146 01146 0.1146 0.1146 0.1146

b: ECIPS
Time qt Comoosition (x,)
(davs) iRB/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node4 node 5

0 0.1055 01055 0.1055 01055 0.1055
1 -100 0.1051 o 1051 0.1051 01057 0.1058
10 -100 0.1058 01060 0.1065 0.1087 0.1091
20 -100 0.1074 01075 0.1083 01110 0.1113
30 -100 0.1090 01090 0.1100 01128 0.1133
40 -100 0.1104 o 1103 0.1116 0.1139 0.1152
50 -100 0.1116 o 1113 0.1129 01153 0.1167
60 0 0.1126 0.1120 0.1133 0.1142 0.1149
70 0 0.1126 0.1119 0.1132 0.1140 0.1146
80 0 0.1125 0.1118 0.1133 01137 0.1146
90 0 0.1125 0.1118 o 1133 0.1137 01146
100 0 01125 o 1118 0.1133 0.1136 0.1146
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Table 5.13: Comparison of Liquid Composition (X3) from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(L'>t=lday,tm~ =50days)

Time qt Comoosition Ix,)
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 0.3644 0.3644 0.3644 0.3644 03644
1 -100 0.3621 03621 0.3623 0.3631 0.3658
10 -100 0.3667 0.3674 0.3702 0.3749 0.3821
20 -100 0.3753 03762 0.3798 0.3854 0.3934
30 -100 0.3843 0.3853 0.3891 0.3950 04030
40 -100 03933 0.3943 0.3982 0.4040 0.4117
50 -100 0.4022 0.4032 0.4070 0.4126 0.4199
60 0 0.4076 0.4079 0.4089 0.4099 0.4105
70 0 0.4087 0.4087 0.4089 0.4091 0.4092
80 0 0.4089 04089 0.4089 0.4090 0.4090
90 0 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089
100 0 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089 0.4089

b: ECIPS
Time qt Composition IX,)
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 0.3644 0.3644 0.3644 0.3644 0.3644
1 -100 0.3620 0.3620 0.3623 0.3626 0.3656
10 -100 0.3667 0.3674 0.3703 0.3736 0.3820
20 -100 0.3755 0.3764 0.3800 0.3840 0.3932
30 -100 0.3847 0.3858 0.3895 0.3937 0.4028
40 -100 0.3940 03953 0.3987 0.4034 0.4115
50 -100 0.4034 0.4049 0.4078 0.4122 0.4197
60 0 0.4090 0.4099 0.4098 0.4100 0.4102
70 0 0.4103 0.4111 0.4099 0.4093 0.4088
80 0 0.4106 0.4114 0.4099 0.4094 0.4085
90 0 0.4107 0.4114 0.4099 0.4095 0.4084
100 0 0.4107 0.4114 0.4099 0.4095 0.4084
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Table 5.14: Comparison of Vapor Composition (YI) from F1Model with ECIPS Model
(M= lday,fm", =50days)

Time qt Cornoosition (v,)
(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 0.9413 0.9413 0.9413 0.9413 0.9413
1 -100 0.9577 0.9578 0.9578 0.9578 0.9581
10 -100 0.9582 0.9582 0.9585 0.9589 0.9594
20 -100 0.9589 0.9590 0.9592 0.9597 0.9602
30 -100 0.9596 0.9597 0.9599 0.9603 0.9609
40 -100 0.9602 0.9603 0.9606 0.9609 0.9614
50 -100 0.9608 0.9609 0.9611 0.9614 09618
60 0 0.9611 0.9612 0.9612 0.9613 0.9613
70 0 0.9612 09612 0.9612 0.9612 0.9612
80 0 0.9612 0.9612 09612 09612 0.9612
90 0 0.9612 0.9612 09612 0.9612 0.9612
100 0 0.9612 0.9612 0.9612 0.9612 0.9612

b: ECIPS
Time qt Com DOS ilion (v,)
(davs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 09413 0.9413 0.9413 09413 0.9413
1 -100 0.9577 0.9577 0.9578 0.9577 0.9581
10 -100 0.9582 0.9583 0.9585 0.9585 0.9594
20 -100 0.9590 0.9591 0.9594 0.9592 0.9602
30 -100 0.9598 0.9599 0.9601 0.9600 0.9609
40 -100 0.9605 09607 0.9608 0.9608 0.9614
50 -100 0.9613 0.9615 0.9615 0.9614 0.9618
60 0 0.9617 0.9619 0.9616 0.9614 0.9613
70 0 0.9618 0.9620 0.9616 0.9614 0.9612
80 0 0.9618 0.9621 0.9616 0.9615 09612
90 0 0.9618 0.9621 0.9616 0.9615 0.9612
100 0 0.9618 0.9621 0.9616 0.9615 0.9612
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Table 5.15: Comparison of Vapor Composition 0'2) from F1Model with ECIPS Model

(t:-.t= Iday,t = 50days)
max

Time qt Composition (Y2)
(davs) (RS/d\ node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331
1 -100 0.0330 00330 0.0330 0.0330 0.0329
10 -100 0.0329 0.0329 0.0328 0.0328 00326
20 -100 0.0327 00327 0.0327 0.0326 0.0325
30 -100 0.0326 0.0326 0.0325 0.0324 0.0323
40 -100 0.0325 0.0324 0.0324 0.0323 00322
50 -100 0.0323 00323 0.0323 0.0322 00321
60 0 0.0323 0.0323 0.0323 0.0322 00322
70 0 0.0323 00323 0.0323 0.0323 0.0322
80 0 0.0323 00323 0.0323 0.0323 0.0323
90 0 00323 0.0323 0.0323 0.0323 0.0323
100 0 0.0323 0.0323 00323 0.0323 00323

b: ECIPS
Time qt Composition (Y2)
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node4 node 5
0 00331 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331 0.0331
1 -100 0.0330 0.0330 00330 0.0332 0.0329
10 -100 0.0329 0.0329 00328 0.0331 0.0326
20 -100 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0330 00324
30 -100 0.0324 0.0323 0.0323 0.0328 0.0323
40 -100 0.0322 0.0320 0.0321 0.0324 00322
50 -100 0.0319 0.0317 0.0319 0.0322 0.0321
60 0 0.0317 0.0316 0.0319 0.0321 0.0322
70 0 0.0317 0.0314 0.0318 0.0321 0.0323
80 0 0.0316 0.0314 0.0319 0.0320 0.0323
90 0 0.0316 0.0314 0.0319 0.0320 0.0323
100 0 0.0316 0.0314 00319 0.0320 0.0323
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Table 5.16: Comparison of Vapor Composition (n) from FI Model with ECIPS ModeJ

(M= Jday,tm" =50days)

Time qt Composition (v))

rdavs) (RS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5
0 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256
1 -100 0.0092 0.0092 0.0092 0.0092 0.0090
10 ·100 0.0089 0.0089 0.0087 0.0084 0.0079
20 -100 0.0084 0.0083 0.0081 0.0078 0.0073
30 -100 0.0078 00078 0.0075 0.0072 0.0068
40 -100 00073 0.0073 0.0071 0.0068 0.0064
50 -100 00069 0.0068 0.0066 0.0064 0.0060
60 0 0.0066 0.0066 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
70 0 0.0065 00065 0.0065 0.0065 00065
80 0 0.0065 00065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
90 0 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
100 0 00065 0.0065 00065 0.0065 0.0065

b: ECIPS
Time qt Composition Iv))
(davs) IRS/d) node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5

0 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256
1 -100 0.0092 0.0092 0.0092 0.0092 0.0090
10 ·100 0.0089 0.0089 0.0087 0.0084 00080
20 -100 0.0084 0.0083 0.0081 0.0078 0.0073
30 -100 0.0078 0.0078 0.0076 0.0072 00068
40 -100 0.0073 0.0073 0.0071 0.0068 00064
50 -100 0.0069 0.0068 0.0066 0.0064 0.0060
60 0 0.0066 0.0066 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
70 0 0.0066 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
80 0 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
90 0 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
100 0 0.0065 00065 0.0065 0.0065 0.0065
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Table 5.17: Comparison of Formation Volume Factors from FI Model with ECIPS Model

(llt= lday,tm" =50days)

a' FI
Time Pressure Bo B9
days osi Rbbl/STB ret/set
1 2671 1.530 0.00558
10 2533 1.500 0.00588
20 2440 1.480 0.00611
30 2363 1.460 0.00632
40 2293 1.450 0.00652
50 2229 1.430 0.00671

b: ECIPS
Time Pressure Bo B9
davs Dsi RbbllSTB ret/set
1 2672 1.530 0.00557
10 2534 1.500 0.00588
20 2442 1.480 0.00611
30 2364 1.460 0.00631
40 2294 1.450 0.00651
50 2232 1.430 0.00670

•
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The purpose of this dissertation was to develop an explicit composition, implicit

pressure and saturation (ECIPS) formulation for dual-porosity/permeability reservoir

simulators. An ECIPS, single-porosity, compositional simulator was developed and

tested. In addition, a fully-implicit (FI), single-porosity, compositional simulator was

also developed for comparison. Both models produced the same results. Furthermore,

we arrived at the following additional conclusions:

I) The ECIPS formulation produces a much smaller system of equations compared to

the FI formulation while maintaining much of the flexibility of the FI formulation.

Furthermore, the ECIPS formulation would allow a greater number of nodes in the

compositional modeling of the dual-porosity/permeability reservoirs.

2) The ECIPS formulation is a very efficient way to simulate dual-porosity/ permeability

reservoirs because compared to the FI formulation, it requires significantly less

computation time and less computer memory.

3) The most significant outcome of the ECIPS formulation is that the resulting system of

equations is amenable to significant matrix reduction; therefore, yielding a much

smaller system of equations than that from the FI formulation.

4) The ECIPS code, in effect, reduces the computation level of the FI multi component

compositional simulator to the level of a black oil FI model; therefore, a tremendous

amount of computation speed will be gained. Moreover, the varying bubble-point and

dew-point changes in the model during the course of production will be accurately

and automatically accounted for without requiring special coding as is done in the

black oil models.
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5) Successive substitution (SS) method is a good method to detect the single phase

region without having to compute the saturation pressure, but unfortunately, it has

poor convergence or no convergence at all near the critical region.

6) Minimum variable Newton-Raphson (MVNR) method is a good method to use near

the critical region because of its excellent convergence (Convergence < 5 Iterations).

6.2 Recommendations

I) We developed the ECIPS code for a single-porosity simulator; however, it should be

extended and tested in 2-D and 3-D dual-porosity simulation.

2) Specifically, the 2-D and 3-D ECIPS formulations should be tested for gas gravity

drainage studies in a dual-porosity/permeability reservoir with matrix-to-matrix

connection only in the vertical direction. This model is the most practical dual-

porosity/permeability formulation for large-scale computations.
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NOMENCLATURE

a = equation of state constant
A cubic equation coefficient
A = lower diagonal elements of a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix
b equation of state constant
B = cubic equation coefficient
Bg = formation volume factor of gas, rcflscf
Bo = formation volume factor of oil, Rbbl/STB
B = main diagonal elements of a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix
C = upper diagonal elements of a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix
D = depth, ft
D = main diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
E = upper diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
f = fugacity
F fugacity ratio, fraction
F = lower diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
G = chemical potential
G = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
GOR = gas/oil ratio, scf/STB
H = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
I = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
J = Jacobian matrix
k = absolute permeability, md
k = equation of state parameter
kr = relative permeability, dimensionless
K = equilibrium ratio, fraction
K = dispersion coefficient, ftJ/day
K = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
L = moles of liquid per mole of fluid mixture
L = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
N = total number of moles
Nc = number of components in a mixture
Ni,m = number of moles of component i in phase m
0 = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
p pressure, pSI
p = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
q flow rate, ftJ/day
R = universal gas constant, 10,732 psi ftJ/lb-mole OR
R vector solution in the MVNR method
S = saturation, fraction
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Svmf weighted average of gas saturation between fracture and matrix
t = time, days
T = transmissibility coefficient, ft3/day psi
T = temperature, OR
T = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
v = number of moles of vapor per mole of fluid mixture
V number of moles of vapor per mole of fluid mixture
V = diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
VM = molar volume
VR bulk volume (LlxL\y~), ft3
W diagonal elements of a block coefficient matrix
x component mole fraction in oil phase
X· = number of stock-tank barrels of oil per mole of reservoir hydrocarbon

fluid
y component mole fraction in vapor phase
y' = number of standard cubic feet of gas per mole of reservoir hydrocarbon

fluid
2 = compressibility factor
2m = compressibility factor of phase m
z overall mole fraction

GREEK LETTERS

a = equation of state parameter
s = function defined in Equation 2.33
s = kronecher delta function; g .= 0 for i * j , g= I for i = j

',J '.J ',J

E: = error tolerance
¢ porosity, fraction

r = fluid phase gradient, psilft

f1 = viscosity, cp

P = fluid density, Ib/ft3

(J shape factor, ft-2

t volumetric matrix/fracture transfer, ft3/day
t = tortuosity
(J) = acentric factor
q molar density, lb-rnole/ft'

fII = partial fugacity coefficient
II = finite difference operator
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~ = finite difference operator in time
I

&- = x-direction grid block size, ft
L'ly = y-direction grid block size, ft
Az = z-direction grid block size, ft
<l> = error vector
r = function defined in Equation 2.28

SUBSCRIPTS

b = bubble point
c = capillary
d = dew point
f fracture
g = gas

= grid block number in x-direction
i = hydrocarbon component number
j grid block number in y-direction
I = liquid phase
m = matrix
m = phase
mf = matrix/fracture flow
n hydrocarbon component number
0 = oil
v = vapor
w water
fJ = phase (oil, gas)

SUPERSCRIPTS

I = iteration-number index
L = liquid phase
n old time level
n+l = new time level
V = vapor phase
r. = quantity per unit reservoir volume
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MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

L = sum

0 = partial derivative
ojop partial derivative with respect to p
ojoS = partial derivative with respect to S
ojox = partial derivative with respect to x
ojoy = partial derivati ve with respect to y
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APPENDIX A

RESERVOIR PROPERTIES

A.I Porosity

Porosity is a measure of the storage capacity of a rock. It is defined as the ratio of pore

volume to bulk volume of the rock:

Porosity is a function of pressure. It can be evaluated between pressures Pa and P from

the following equation:

(A.I)

where cfis the formation compressibility in psi".

A.2 Permeability

Absolute permeability of a rock is a measure of the ease with which fluid can flow

through it. Average harmonic permeability between node i and node i+ I is given by:

(A.2)
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where i+ 1 is the distance from the center of the node to the face of the node.
2

Permeability is evaluated at upstream node. For example, if the direction of the flow is

from node i to node i+ I, then k,+l will become k.
2

A.3 Density

The density of a fluid is defined as the mass of a unit fluid volume at a specified pressure

and temperature. In this work, molar density is defined as follows:

q, = Z ~T ' lb-mole/ft'
L

(A.3)

q" = Zv~T' lb-mole/ft' (A.4)

A.4 Formation Volume Factor

Fluid formation volume factor is defined as the ratio of fluid volume at reservoir

conditions to the fluid volume at separator conditions. Oil formation volume factor is

defined as follows:

B = ~m, Rbbl/STB, V '
O'P

(A.5)

where

Lr;,m==~~:-5.6146 C;",

V = L
O'P 5.6146;:

":JIsp
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Gas formation volume factor is defined as follows:

Z" T ,Bg = O.o2827-P-, rft'zscf.p (A.6)

A.S Viscosity

The coefficient of viscosity is a measure of the resistance to flow exerted by a fluid.

Several correlations have been suggested for estimating the viscosity of hydrocarbon

mixtures. Procedures described by Lohrenz et al. to calculate the viscosities of in situ

reservoir gases and liquids from their composition is presented here.

I) Calculation of the low-pressure pure component gas viscosities at the temperature of

interest.

• -5 094
j.JJ r;J = 34 x 10 ~ ,Trj < 1.5 (A. 7)

(A.8)

where

Scientific units, oK and atm, must be used in calculating the pure component viscosity

parameters, ~.
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2) Calculation of the low-pressure mixture gas viscosity at the temperature of interest.

(A.9)

3) Calculation of the reduced density, p..

p, =~ (A.lO)

where

4) Calculation of the mixture viscosity parameter.

/= [~(x):JJ
~ [~(XJMJ)J [~(XjPCJ)J

(A.ll)

Scientific units of measurement must be used in the above equation.
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5) Calculation of the viscosity of the fluid mixtures

" • "' + [(OJ 023 + 0023364p, +M58533p; ~ OM0758p; +M093324P:)' - 1O~]

... (A.ll)

A.6 Relative Permeability

Analytical correlation (Kazemi, Spring, 1995) were used for evaluating relative

permeability as follows:

(
S -S )"wk - IV W',

zw - k~ro 1- S - S
wlr orw

(A.12)

k -k (l-Sw-S,,~)""W
row - rocw l-S . -S

WI' orw
(A.B)

k = k ( S"-S", )"g
n' nro I-S -S

In' vr
(A. 14)

k - k . (SI - Sin)"'"
rol' - TlJlW 1- SIn'

(A.l5)

(A.16)

where
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r: =water relative permeability

krow = oil relative permeability for a system with oil and water

kn. = gas relative permeability

kro,. = oil relative permeability for a system with oil, gas, and connate water

k,,, = oil relative permeability

kroow = oil relative permeability at connate water

kroiw = oil relative permeability at irreducible water saturation

k,wro =water relative permeability at residual oil saturation

s.; = gas relative permeability at residual liquid saturation

Sw = water saturation

SWi' = irreducible water saturation

SO~ = residual oil saturation to water

S,. = gas saturation

S,., = residual gas saturation

S, = liquid saturation

nw, now, nog, ng = exponents on relative permeability curves

A.7 Capillary Pressure

An example of an analytical representation of capillary pressure is the following:

{ S -S )-_ 1 W WI'

Pow" - P,pa" I - S - S
wlr owr

_ IJSi-S,,)
PCO? -- P,pan 1\ 1_ S

"
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APPENDIXB

DERIV AnON OF SNGLE-POROSITY FORMULA nON

The derivation of flow and fugacity equations with respect to node i will be presented in

this section. Similar derivations with respect to node i+ I and i-I can be accomplished

using the same logic.

B.I Fully-Implicit (FI)

The water and component mass balance equations are divided in to three parts. The three

parts are inter-block flow terms (Equations 1.3a and 1.6a), source terms (Equations 1.3b

and 1.6b), and accumulation terms (Equations 1.3c and a.6c).

B.l.I Water Mass Balance Equation

(B.I)

Assuming the direction of flow is from node i to node i+ I, then all subscript i + 1 will be
2

evaluated upstream to i.

The partial derivative of Rw.; with respect to composition (x or y) are zero.

(oR .)' (OR .)'~ =0 __ W_,I =0
t3Xn.i '0 Yll.i

, I < i < node, I < n <Nc.



The partial derivative of Rw,i with respect to pressure is:

(ORw.i)_ T OC;W.i[( ) ( ) (D D)]op. - wi ap. PI,i+l - PI,; - Pcwo,i+] - PCWO.i - r w,i i+l -. i
/,1 1,1

+ Tw"C;w,,[- 1- ::4 ~C;W,(D,., - D,)]PI"
+ T != + t3C;w.,

wj-l~w.i-l q 1Ii,1{} P .
I"

_ VR, (1_ S _ S ) [¢ t3C;W.i+!= , 0 ¢,]
/';.t ,,'" 0 Pi, ;'w" 0 P

1,1 1,1

inter-block flow terms,

Tw" ~;" [(PI,'.' - PI') - (p'''''.i.' - p,,,,,,,) - r wiD,., - D,)]
I,'

+ T""C;w,,[- 1- ::4 ~;' (D,., - D,)] + T".i-'C;w.'-I
I,'

source terms,

oc;w,
qw.i op ,

I"

accumulation terms,

VR,(1 S S) ['" oC;W.i t: O¢,]
- /';.t - ,- '" '1', op ,+;'w" op ,

/,/ 1,1
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(B,2)

(B.2a)

(B.2b)

(B.2c)
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where

C =_1 0';." => 0'; •.1 = C !'
',' !'. dp op. '"':>.,,

':lW,1 /,/ /,/
(B.3)

c .=1- orA => orA = c ",'." rAop. op .• ,,'1',
I 1,1 1,1

(B.4)

The partial derivative of Rw,i with respect to liquid saturation is:

oR•., _ oT•.,!, .[( . _ )_( . _ )-(D -D)]d S: - t3S _'='W,I PI,HI Ph PCWO,I+! Pcwo,i r W,l 1+1 i
1,/ /,1

T!' 0 PC.O.i T !' 0 PC.D"
+ "'':>',' oS. + '.1-'':>','-1 oS.

1,1 1,1

!' d q• .i VR, '" !'
+ ':>',' 0S . + t!.t '1', ':>.,1','

(B,S)

inter-block flow terms,

dp .' dp .+ T!' CWO" + T !'. cwo,,
W.,':lw,1 t3S . w,i-l':lw,l-l t3S

1,1 I,i

(B.Sa)

source terms,

!' oq."
':>• .1 oS

l.i
(B,Sb)



accumulation terms,

VR; A. J:
df 'Pi '='It',;

The partial derivative of Rw,iwith respect to vapor saturation is:

oRw,i = oTw,; J: [( _ .)-( -)- .(D -D)]as; 8S
I

,,; '::!W,il' Pu+! PI, Pcwo,i+l PCWO,I rW.J 1+1 i

T J: 0P,w,.! T J: 0Pcw",
- w,;':tw,i oS. + w)-l':tw,i-] oS.

1',1 \',1

,; oq., VR ¢ ,;--'+-'+ w,i0 S St ?' w,i
1',1

inter-block flow terms,

dp . dp, .+TJ:. '~"+T J:. '~,'
....,I'='W,I oS, w,i-I'='w,I-l t3S

1',1 V,I

source terms,

J: . oqw,i
':lW,l oS

','

accumulation terms,

13S

(B,Sc)

(B,6)

(B,6a)

(B,6b)
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(B.5e)

~?'= 0.006328 k", lll.Y, !l.z'J ok,.."
I" jJ W,' &,+1 0 S,,'

2

ok,.., [_ (1-S -S -S )"W-']--'=k nw I \' wi
oS, rwro 1-S - --/,/ wi SOn/,' 1 SWi s.; (B.7a)

dk [ (1 S S )"W-']~=k -nw - J- ),-814';

oS"" ,..ro 1-SWi- So,.. 1-Sw' - So,..
(B.7b)

(B.8a)

oPewo = ( P'POO )ss, SW-SWi
(B.8b)
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The flow of water in to the well is presented by

(B.9)

From the above equation, we arrive to the following:

(B. I 0)

(Rll)

In the above two equation, ~~ and ~~, can be evaluated from equations B.7a and
I ,.

B.7b, respectively. The rest of terms in Equations B I0 and B.ll are defined as follows:

OA .
-"=0as,
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[ ( )"g-,]dk; _ k ng S, - S"e
oS - nm I-S - I-S-S

\' In' Sl'e In' I'e
(B.12)

In order to differentiate ~ kSm, the following differentiation are needed.o .
I

ok [ (I-S -S )"OW-']---!Ql!:. = k now }I" orw

OSI me" 1- s; - SO~ 1- SWi - SO~ (B.I3a)

ok [ (I-S -S )"0"_']------!!!..!!:. = k now \I' orw

oS,. "'ew 1- Sw, - So,., 1- SWi - SO~ (B.l3b)

[ ( )
"Og-,]o km,. = k

miw
nag 1- S,. - Sin.

OSI I-Sin I-Sin (B.l4a)

[ ( )
"Og-,]o k,m. = k: - nag 1- S,. - Sin'

as. ,"'w 1- Sin' 1-Sin' (B.14b)

ok", 0 km .Then -,,---s and oS are as follows.
o I I'
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... (B.15a)

(kmw +k )(_1 okm, + Okn) +(~+k )(_1 okmw+ ok~)
dk k,,,,w ~ kro,w ss, oS,. kro,w n kro,w oS,. oS,.
__ ro = k
»s, racw _(Okn, + Okn)

»s, as,
... (B.15b)

B.1.2 Component Mass Balance Equation

(1.'+1 "'Hlx"+I) [( ,,+1_ "+1) _ "+I(D _ D)]
I ~f " ,1 PI,;.] PI, Y/ I J+I I

1+- ,+-2 ,

_(1.H1 ",'+IX"+') ~( ,,+1- "+1) - ".+I(D- D )J{ Sf II ,I PI; P';-l Y, I I 1-1
1-- ,--2 z

(1',+1J:"+I ,,+1) ~("+1 "+1) ("+1 "+1) "+I(D D)]+ I' St· Yl1 i+tL PI; ..1 - PI; + PCOgi+1 - PCQ8; - r v;+t i+1 - I

(B.l6)

-(r+1 "'HI "+1) ~( ,,+1_ "+1)+( ,,+1_ ,,+1 ) _ "+I(D _ D )]
\' ~'YlI ,I PI; PI;-l PeaK; Pcogj_l r; J I 1-1

1-'2 '-2"

(
.::'J+\ 11+1 n+l .f:"+l n+l 11+1)

+ ,:>, X" q, + "'" y" q,. ,

The partial derivative of R,,,,; with respect to the liquid mole fraction composition (xm) is:

inter-block flow terms,
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[r(;: ox"' o~,)][(.) .( D)]1,1 '-;:,1';oXm,i + XII.! cXm,i Pt,I+1 - PI,1 - YI.I ~+1 - I

+ (1;,~,x",) [- t:~:~:i(1),+1 - 1),)]

- [7: (;: OX,,'_I + X. O~'_I)][( _) _ . (D _ D )1
/,1-1 ~l,t-l OXm.i 11,1-] OXm,i PI., P/,I-I YI,I-l I i-I J

+(7: ;: x)[ M",-I O~'_I (D D)]
1,1-] '::l/,I-l 11,/-1 - 144 oXm.i i - i~l

OX"i 1 d O~i_' I h h b ... lif dsince --' -- an 8 are equa to zero, t en tea ove equation IS simp I ie as
OXm,i »;

follows:

[ (
Ox. 0;: )]7: .-'-'" +X_"'_iU . - - .. -Di.i ~., ox"" n, ox"" [(Pi.,+, Pi') y,,(1),+1 ,)]

+ (7: 1=x )[_ M" O~, (D - D)]
I,i ~l,i II) 144 ox. ;+1 i

n"

(B.17a)

source terms,

(OX . o~,.)
11.1 +x _ ,1~.,ox. n,' ox . q,.i
1Il,1 1Il,1

(B.17.b)

accumulation terms,

VR (ox. 01=.)
- _I ,S, __ '_1,1 + X _""_.,

t!.t r/J, I.' ~., ox. n, ox .
1/1,/ 1Il,1

(B.17.c)
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where

ox".; _ {I n = m
ox - 0 n * m

/1/,/

(B.1S)

(B.19)

SInce

then
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( )
N [ 2 ']oAu. = ') ~ . (1- <5 ) QPma'(1;m1;,)ax -~X0 ~I ~ P

m,1 I""j (Pen/Pc,)
" i

_ 2 ~ X .[(1- <5, ) Q~aN, a'(1;N, 1;)'p]
L. I" '"I (p )T
J=l ell' Pel

'C • i

(B.22)

(;::J 0bPU T:'/Il
TP,.m

QhPU 1;.N,
T P,.N,

(B.23)

The partial derivative of R,,,., with respect to the vapor mole fraction composition (Jim) is:

inter-block flow terms,

[
T (;: oy"., + . O~"i)][( _.) ( . _) _ .(D _ D)]
vi ~"i OYm,i Yn,loym,; P1,i+] PI" + Pcog,J+] Pcog,l r ; 1+1 I

+ (1;,~,y",)[ - ~4;~:i(1),+1 - 1),)]
(B.24a)

source terms,

(;: OYnJ +)J O~-')q
"".'Oy. n., oy. ,.,1

m,,/ m,l

(B.24.b)

accumulation terms,

VR "'S (;: oy", o~.,)- .6,; Of', v.i "',1 oy .+Y".ioy'
m,1 nu

(B.24.c)
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where

OY.u _ {I
oY"" - 0

(B.25)

(OZ,.,) (OZv.) (OA,,) (OZv,) (OB,,)
oYm:; = oA" oYm' + oB,,:. oYm,

(B.26)

since

Z:" - (1 - B".,)z,:., + (A,,i - 3B,~,- 2B,.,)zv .. - (A"A'.i - B'~i- B,~,)= 0

then

(B.2?)

( 0 Zv.J = _ (Zv)' ~ 6B"..Zv.,- 2ZV•i - A"" + 2B".i~ 3(B"J']
oB,., 3(Zv,) -2Zv,(1- B,.,)+ A,. -3(B,,) - 2B",, , , . , ,

(B.28)
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(~ A,..,..) = 2 ~y .[(1- 0 ) Q~ama'(T;m1'<)2 p]
oy ~ 1,< m] (p )1'"

nt,l 1=1 emPel
" i

N, [ 0.
2

(1' 1')' ]-2" (1-0,) aaN,al "N, d
~Yu N"I (p )1'" P
I:d eN Pel,~ . i

(B.29)

(OE,.,)r3Ym.i
0hPU 1;.111
T PUll

QhPl, T; N, "

1'PcN,
(B.30)

The partial derivative of Rcn,; with respect to pressure is

inter-block flow tenus,

1'. oq,,;[( . _ .)_ (D -D)]
l,i »; op, PI,Hl PI,t YI,i ;+1 i J

I.,

+1'.x j:[_I_Muoq,"(D -D)]-1'. x j:
li IIi ~f,1 144 0 Pu 1+1 I l,i-1 n,i-i ':Jf.j-!

+ T",y", ;pf,,; [(PI,;+l - Pu)+ (PCag,'+l - Pcag,,) - y,,(D;+l - D;)]
I"

r j: [-1- M,." of,,; (D -D)] - r j:+ I',; Yn,; ':Iv'; 144 0 P _ ;+1 i v,i-l Yn,i-I ':71'';-1
I,'

(B.31a)

source tenus,

(B.31b)
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accumulation terms,

VR{ ~(o~) ( 0"')] ~(Ol=.) ( 0'" )]}- _, X.S _1_,1 + __ ~_' + s __"'__I + __ ~_i

!'1t n., U ¢, 0 Pu ~.,0 PI" Ynj ,j rA 0 Pu ~" 0 Pu
(B.31c)

where

(B.32)

(B.33)

and OZLi . .oS' are the same as Equations 8.20 and B.21, respectively.
I.,

oAu = GI

oP" R2T2 (B.34)

(B.35)

;¢, is evaluated by Equation B.4. Equations (B.32-35) can be used to evaluate ;4',.,A A
by replacing the appropriate subscript I with v.
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The partial derivative of R",. with respect to liquid saturation is

inter-block flow terms,

T t: i3P,ogJ
- ",iY'I,i'="',i 8S

I,;

T . ): i3P,og"
v,I-IYn,i-1 ~',i-I d S:

I.•

(B.36a)

source terms,

): x cqu +):.y cq'J
~/,i lI,i as, ~"I ",i oS

/,/ /,i

(B.36b)

accumulation terms,

(B.36c)

where

(B.37)

The flow of oil in to the well is presented by

AI (B,38)



From the above equation, we arrive to the following:

The partial derivative of R",,! with respect to vapor saturation is:

inter-block flow terms,

~' . ?,;Xn,i[(PU+\ - PI,,) - y,,,(1),+, - 1),)]
1',1

+ C:S:" ~,Yn, [(p",+, - P,,,)+ (Peag,,+, - Peag,,) - Y,,,(1),+\ - 1),)]

_ T . . != . 8P",g,;
1',1 YtI.1 ~,I t3S .

','

source terms,

accumulation terms,
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(B.39)

(BAa)

(BAla)

(BAlb)

(BAle)
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where

in:., = 0.006328 kx.i [~ ~'Jokro.i
oS", f.J w, . lOS",. . 1+"2 '

(8.42)

~~.i = 0.006328 kx
., [~ ~iJ~?'

\',1 J.1 W,I ;+1 1,/

2

(8.43)

The flow of gas in to the well is presented by

_ A,.
q" - A +A +A q,w , ,

(8.44)

From the above equation, we arrive to the following:
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B.1.3 Fugacity Equation

The fugacity equation is

(B.47)

where

b =~
I,/Iln b

m

(B.48a)

A [b ') N ] Au. = m _, -~ x a = /II b.-2a
1,1/1 2-1iB b a L },m ij 2JiB (l,mIX i,mix)

11/ III /II J=l /II

(B.48b)

n~a,al(I,:,iI,:X
A:'( P./~,l)1'"

(B.48c)

The partial derivative of the fugacity with respect to saturations are zero. We will develop

the partial derivative of fugacity with respect to pressure for component i in phase m.

(B.49)

where
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L[b(Z -I)]-b oZmt3p l,nllX //I - t.mtx t3P (B.50a)

L(Z _B)_OZm_OBm
d p m m - d p dp (B.50b)

OU,m= U 2.J2Bmo(A,jBm)
d p s.m A dp

m

(B.50c)

(B.50d)

[ 1 [
ozm ("'2 I)°Bm] [OZm ("'2 I)°Bm]° Z+(.J2+I)B ~+"L+ ~ T-"L----;;-

_ m m = U P U P _ P U P B 50e
d p Zm-(.J2-I)BmJ Zm+ (.J2 + I)Bm Zm-(.J2-I)Bm (.)

The partial derivative of fugacity with respect to the vapor mole fraction composition is

as follows:

Yl {51,,;; ff'} + /y. [b,.m"(Zv- I)] - (Z ~ B) /y(Zv - B,) +
t3f I I,) C J V I' J

o;~ = J,.,. ~U" I{ZV +(.J2 + I)B,.] +U".Ll{ZV +(.J2 + I)B,]
oy. Z-('2"-I\p 'oy Z-('2"-I)B) v "\/.t.}1' J V '" L. \'

(B.51 )

where



L[b . (Z, -I)] = ob;,m;x (Z -I) + b 0 Z"dy, I,nux I By. V imix iJ] ] y]

obi.mu b b b"y i.mix Nc,mix - i,mix b),mix
U ]

~. (b . _ 2a .) = 0 b"mu 2 0 G;,m;xO'y I,nla I,nla {3, t3] y] y]

o [ZV + (.J2 + I)B,]
oy] Z; - (.J2 -I)B, =
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(B.52a)

(B.52b)

(B.52c)

(B.52d)

(B.52e)

(B.52f)

(B.52g)

(B.52h)
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All the partial derivative of fugacity with respect to the vapor mole fraction. composition

do apply for the partial derivative of fugacity with respect to the liquid mole fraction

composition, provided we replace V by L and YJ by xl" For example, Equation B.51 will

become:

(B.53)

B.2 Explicit Composition, Implicit Pressure and Saturation (ECIPS)

The partial derivatives for FI formulation is the same as the partial derivatives for ECIPS

formulation. The only difference is the partial derivative of the inter-block flow terms of

the flow equations with respect to vapor and liquid mole fractions component for ECIPS,

which is equal to zero.
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